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Negative Campaigns Dominate Faculty Elections

This
Week's

Record Turnout of Voters, Officials Say
By CHRISTOPIIER W INDHAM
Asst. Campus Edi1or

C

andidates for the undergraduate and
graduate faculty 1rus1ee seats submitted their final picas 10 voters on
Wednesday,just before polls closed on their
campaigns in which some call "negative,"
and ..passionate."
An estimated 250 faculty members cast
a ballot Wednesday and another 150 ballots
are expected by mail before the election
results are released on Monday. According
to Faculty Senate President Toti Broome,
the 400 anticipated voters will be largest
turnout in faculty trustee elections history.
Currently Howard employs approximately

Hilltop
Busin~ Profile

900 faculty members.
Broome cited a new
balloling procedure for
the increase of voters.
For the first time, facu l1y members were
allowed 10 vote by way
of absentee ballots. ln
years past facu lty
members could on ly
vote at the faculty
meeting-held on the
day of elections.
Despite the record
turn-out, some say the
negative campaigns
have overshadowed the

key faculty issues.
Undergraduate Faculty Trustee candidate,
Dr. Oyemade Bailey
from the School ofEduc:11ion and Graduate
Faculty Trustee candidate, Dr. Al vis Adair,
ha\'e been heavily criticized by the facu lty
senate and other candidates alike for publicly
Dr. Carolyn Brooute, current anacking their oppograduate faculty trustee and nents.
In a four page pamcandidate for re-election 011 1he
phlet which was maited
2000 election process.
10 every voting mem-

"The type of campaign
they have conducted has
been one of untruths
...it's really not appropriate for a university
election."

ber of the faculty, Bailey and Adair condemned currem Undergraduate Faculty
Trustee. Muriel Poston from the College of
Arts and Sciences, and the last Graduale
Faculty Trustee, Carolyn Broome from the
CollegeofMedicine. fwifeofTofl Broome
Jfor their work as trustees.
"The currem senale leadership and
trustees ha"e failed 10 address and remedy
the serious problems facing our students
and challenging our commitment 10 proper educational :1dministration," Bailey and
Adair said in the pan1phlet.
The pamphlet was also critical of Toft
Broome. According to the pamphlet he
"failed tO deliver on a promise 10 provide
See ELECTION, A4

Howard Students Protest Against the World Bank and IMF

ONE
WAY

-

By J ASON T. S,11T11
Hilltop Staff Writer
The heavy, staccato beats of
House music Oooded Dupont Circle
while a group of teens wa,cd their
hands with the music and ··passed
the ,,ogue" in from of a min drenched
crowd.
"You can't have a gay pride festival with out voguing," said Chris, an
18 y=-old District re,idenl ret\,rring
10 1be impromptu dance se,,ion
The group was part of thousands
of gay, bise.~ual and transgendered
teens who endured rain and chilling
weather in Dupont Saturday 10 celebrate 1he Districl°s fourth annual
Youth Pride Day.
Though sponsored by a coalition
of organizations dedicated to serving
the Dis1ric1s thousands of queer
youth, the event attracted a crowd of
both gay and straight. youth and
aJulL, AnJ<le,pite lhe ,l:Jy\ gh•11t>

11n

Irving "Duke" J ohnson, the owner of
Duke's Shoe Repair, has been shining
and repairing shoes for more than 50
years.

Thousands of DC
Youth Show Pride
at Annual Festival

Campus,A2

World Bank/ IMF Protest

t

o\·crc-.1,t skie.,, '-''rnt organizers said
the~ were pleased with the day's
turnout.

"There was a sense that people
wanted 10 be here and still have fun,"
said the 22-year old Pride Day Cochair Tcm,nce Owens. He put the
e;rima1e of people who came to 1he
Youth Pride Day festivities at 3,000.
"I hope th:11 the youth get a ,ense
of pride in bemg themselves. They
should know that 1hey don·1 ha, lo
fit into a mold and they ..re nm
alone:· Owen, sa,d dunng :m mlerview at the festival.
The theme of the event was
"Every youth desene, tu live, love
and be loved," and the day\ speakers and performers were as diwrse as
lhe crowd itself High school-aged
aclivists delivering impassioned
speeches shared the srnge with local
politicians who reaffirmed
See PRIDE. A4

A delegate for the IMF/ World Bank Meeting is discouraged while confronlt-d by the
human blockade comprised ofHo...,1rd Uru,-ersity students from the Kwnme Tore Affin.
ily Group on Sunday(abo,-e). Thousands of
protestors flooded the nation's capitol carUer this week to participate in protests.
Howard sludents were among many in
efforts to putting a stop to meetin~ di<lrupt
meetin~ of World Bank and Intemational
Monel.1ry fund officials. Students from
Hown.r d Uru,·ersity hold up sign in protest
(right).

Ho,.11rd students participate in the
World Bank/ IMF Prote-,L
SporL~week, Bl
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The Hilltop looks back at the year in
Sports

Plight of Black British Writers Discussed at HU Symposium
By ANDRf: EsTERS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Sportsweek , Bl
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lack British writers who
have gone virtually unnoticed and unheard in
British and American literary circles came 10 the University in a
"monumental" effort to inform
the world of academia that their
voices must be heard.
While many ofthe writers and
activists have been composing
for several years, their names go
virtually unknown in England,
and their works don't even exist
in America.
Howard University, in conjunction with the British Council
and the British Embassy, sponsored lhe symposium to discuss
the presence of Black British

Bl

writers in the African Diaspora
last Saturday. The one-day event
was held at the
"The symposium was monumental for a number of reasons,"
said Dr. R. Victoria Arana. a Professor in the Department of English who was largely responsible
for the organization of the symposium.
" ...It's the first time that there
has been an academic symposium on Black British writers in
either America on England," she
said.
She added that the symposium
was also important because it
was the first time since 1928 that
the University has partnered with
either the British Council or the
British Embassy. According to
See WRITERS, A4

File 1'11010

Kadiju George, " British literary activist who h<lped 10 organl:te the sympositun, presented n paper documenting the emergence or90·s Black British
writers.

#

U.)

(U-WIRE) BLOOMINGTON.
Ind. - Senior Owen Mundy might
not alway, put the seat down. but hi,
girlfriend. Rasma Vitols. learned to
deal with it during the past two years.
When most students· parents were
born, living together was a social
taboo. In 1960. there were abom
400,000 unmarried couple househo lds, but now lhe number has
soared to more than four million
according to the U.S. Census Bureau.
This year, Haverford College in
Pennsylvania will Join two other East
Coast colleges or universities allowing men and women 10 share dormiLOry rooms. A social stigma no
longer. cohabitation is on the rise and
proving to be a fantasy for some couples and a nightmare for others.
Some sociologb1s regard cohabitation as a modern day "courtship ritual," said Patricia McManus, an
assistant professor of sociology.
"Overwhelmingly. most people
are still getting married; howe\'er,
there is a slight drop in the proportion of people relative to the '50, and
See VOWS,A4
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Basset, Baldwin to be Honored
At Commencement· Ceremo·ny

Voices

FCC Chairman Pegged as Keynote Speaker

&
Views
What has been your most
memorable experience at
Howard this year?
~ ~""'() "Coming out of the tunnel with my teammate
at Greene Stadium
before my first homecoming game."

Alex Dixon
Freshman international
business major

"My most memorable
moment at Howard
University would be
Howard homecoming
because it was one of
the best weeks I have
ever experienced."

Brandon Jones
Freshman COBIS major

'·My most memorable
moment at Howard is
when I Achieved the
Mr. school of CEACS
Award."

R.J. Chandler
Junior architecture and
planning major

By SHERYL ROBERTSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
William E. Kennard, chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, Actress
Angela Bassett and deceased
author James Baldwin will be
among the recipients of honorary degrees at the Commencement ceremony on May
13. Kennard was also named
speaker for Howard's 132nd
graduation.
NAACP chairwoman Myrlie
Evers-W illiams, Philadelphia
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
CEO J. Bruce Llewellyn and
Prince Bandar bin Sultan of
Saudi Arabia will also receive
honorary degrees.
According to Donna Brock
of the Office of University
Communications, all the recipients have achieved distinction
within their professions. She
said the individuals have contributed to various fields,

including the performing arts,
literature, business and industry, human and civil rights, and
international diplomacy.
Kennard will be receiving an
honorary Doctor of Law
degree at the ceremony. He
earned a Bachelors degree
from Stanford University and
his Juris Doctorate from Yale
University Law School.
.. During his tenure as FCC
Chairman, William Kennard
has tenaciously pursued a brilliant, focused agenda for
attaining technological preeminence in the United States
and the global marketplace,
particularly in the telecommunications area," said
Howard President H. Patrick
Swygert. "His ability to effectively craft policy that protects
consumers, encourages competition and is grounded in
fairness and equality makes
him a model of informationage leadership."
Kennard, a native of Los

Fatima Doubakil
Junior political science
major

"A life changing experience I had while at
Howard was when I
received Christ as my
lord and savior."

Safia Mohamoud
Freshman telecommunications management
major

,.

have access to the technologies
that are driving and shaping
our society."
Kennard Look his position as
FCC chairman in November
1997 and has been a member
of its general counsel since
December 1993.
Before the FCC, Kennard
was a partner in the law firm
Verner, Lipfert. Bernard,
McPherson & Hand. Before
being named a partner, he
served as an associate there
from 1982 to 1983. From 1983
to 1984, he was the National
Association of Broadcasters'
assistant general counsel.
Commencement take place
on the Upper Quadrangle of
main campus. The university ·
has not yet released an ·
inclement weather plan. The
ceremony will be broadcast
live on Howard's WHUR-96.3
radio station and WHUT-TV
Channel 32 television station. .

Table Tennis Team has Successful Tournament
SPECIAL TO THE HILLTOP

Howard University's table
te nnis team returned triumphamly from its bid at the
National ACUI 2000 Collegiate Table Tonnis Championships. held at the University of Houston on April I4th
and 15th.
The team, lead by captain
Lenworth Dye!, competed
against the top collegiate
men's and
women's table tennis players
from colleges and universities
throughout the United States,
Canada and Puerto Rico.

The Howard team captured
the coveted men's national
master's singles championships which was won by
Michael Le.
Michael Le also paired with
Dyer to capture the bronze
medal in the men's doubles.
Roxanne Hilton-Clarke and
Tovia Dawson competed in the
women's elite championships
where they defeated some of
the country's top female players and scored valuable points
for the team.
.. It was a great experience:
meeting and competing
against students from all over
the country. I think Howard

Richardson Urges Attendees
to Dicuss Pain and Suffering

Despite short notice, Dean
Bernard Richardson stepped
in for scheduled speaker,
Evangelist Minister, Billy
Graham to give the Palm
Sunday sermon at the
Andrew J. Rankin Memorial Chapel.
Graham would have spoken in Cramton Auditorium
but, the service was moved
to the chapel because of the
a smaller crowd was expected. Graham canceled
because of reasons unknown
to the Hilltop.
The day that symbolizes the
suffering of Christ before the
resurrection brought a full
house to chapel.
Richardson urged the attendees to speak openly about
their pain and " not only the
blessings from God".
"Don't deny the pain,"
Richardson said. "Suffering,
is a part of religion and without it Palm Sunday would
not exist."
Richardson began to give
the first of several examples
of how people feel guilty
about discussing their pain
and suffering, " but are
delighted to share the goodness of God."
"Suffering will not separate us from the love of

'

made a great impression,"
Dyer said.
The table tennis team, supported by Mr. Samuel Atta.
assistant director of intramural activities. made strides by
winning the Regional Championships and becoming
national champions for I 99-

2000.
"The tournaments were
well-organized. I was very
proud to represent Howard. l
hope in the future Howard will
provide scholarships or funds
to recruit more players and
keep up the standard set," said
Le.

Roxane Hilton Clarke standing in
the fronl. From lert to righl,
~Jichael Le, 111\ la Dawson, and
Lenworlb D)cr.

Campus Digest
Community News \Vins Distinguished Award
The School of Communication's Community News fimshed
in second place for the Mark of Ex,cellence Award in the category of .. Best Non-Daily Student Newspaper." The award
was given out Saturday at the University of Maryland College Park hy the Society of Profos,ional Journalist-Region
2. The weekly newspaper co\'er issues concerning the Washington DC community. The Community N..:w• •~ av11.ilnble
every Thursday on campus.

By VALERIE THOMAS
Hilltop Staff Writer

"Protesting together
with HU students
against IMF-World
Bank, WTO, as well as
capitalism in American.''

Angeles and a member of Phi
Beta Kappa. has no actual ties
10 Howard. Brock said he did
contribute to a video-conference given by the university's
School of Communications.
.. He has been a crusader in
terms of, ... minority representation in the communications
field, particularly in terms of
ownership and access," Brock
said. "As FCC Chairman,
Kennard has tackled many
issues affecting th'! black community."
Programs such as E-rate, a
$2.25 billion initiative that
makes the Internet and other
telecommunications services
available in both rural and
inner-city areas, have been
imroduced during Kennard's
term in office.
Under Kennard's leadership.
Brock said, the FCC goal was
to guarantee that "all Americans-no matter where they
live, what their age or what
special needs they may have-

God," he said.
Richardson told the audience that " God suffered for
them, and suffering was
expected." "The blessings
that everyone happily thanks
God for. are the result of suffering;· he said.
By the end of his sermon,
Richardson had a couple of
audience members in tears.
After service some said that
the sermon was "filled with
a sense of serenity and
peace.'' Chaplains prayed
over each palm before they
were distributed to the entire
congregation.
"I really enjoyed the sermon," Kim Morrison, a
junior biology major who
assisted Richardson. "I
thought that it was right on
point."
Morrison said she agreed
with that people often feel
uncomfortable discussing
their moments of suffering.
"People go through down
times and it can be difficult
to speak about with other
people," She said.

Howard Student Wins Fulbright Scholarship
Siman Qaasim. a senior African studies major. became the
first Howard ~tudent to win the
prestigious Fluorite Hays Group
Project Abroad in Swahili.
Quasi and 12 other recipients
from nround the country will
spend eii:ht-weeks this summer
at the internationally recognized
In~titutc of Swahili and Foreign
Languages in Zanzibar, 'fanzania.
The 13 scholari;hip winners will be taking Swahili courses and participating in cultural immersion activities. The
main goal of the course is to reinforce and enrich participants'
knowledge of Swahili language and culture.
"It was Simian's hard work and dedication to learn Swahili
that made the difference, it's an honor ror our drpartment,"
said Professor :vtkumburi Lyahabya, an instructor in the foreign languages dcparlment. Lyababya recommended Qaasim
for the scholarship. She is not the first student Lyababya
helped with the application process for the scholarship, but
she is the first to win.

Mock 1Hal Places Among Top at Contest
The Howard University Mock Trial debate team placed in
the top JO in tl1e nationaJ gold flight competition last weekend in Des Momes. Iowa. The two squads competed against
se\'eral schools across the country. Two weeks ago. the two
squads placed Ist and 2nd in the national silver flight contest.
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The New Face of Protest? No.
I

•

'

·y o u n g
was based on digruntlement with a
white girl gets on the system based in principle and feeling,
news to say that she and this one was fueled by outsiders who
her group of friends are attempted to galvanize the middle
trying to . - - - - - - - - - - - , class a?ainst overseas
get arrested to honor the
Our View:
oppression.
legacy of Martin Luther
Yet, no movement King, Jr., and Gandhi. A
Legacy, schmegacy.
anywhere - has ever
young white man throws
The IMF/WTO
begun with the middle
himself in front of a car protest was the •biggest class. They amay drive it
to prevent it from movscam of the new
in the end, but it does
· ing. Others beg to cross
millennium.
not begin with them. The.
the police barricades so
World Bank/IMF debate,
that they can be arrested for ''the
cause." Meanwhile, the men of the at least in the U.S., is a cause imposed
International Monetary Fund and from above. It does not strike at the
World Bank, having been told in heart of America, not even as much
advance that protest would start at six as the WTO issue did. It is, to be put
o'clock, arrived at five and got their simply, as much a celebrity cause as
business done.
Macy Gray was before she finally
The Washington Post devoted much blew up. And like that pop star, the
space over the past few weeks to the concept of debt relief and the evils of
''new face of social protest." Yet,was austerity policies will have to be
this really a social protest? There was rammed down the throats of the
no mass movement behind it. Most American people before anyone other
who heard about it were only luke- than idealistic, rich college kids join
warm to the convoluted issue. Where- hands with the international coalition
as the social revolution of the sixties that is fighting these organizations.
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How To Write Us
THE HILLTOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate newspa!J!!r,
encourages
0 share3our OP.mions on articles published in the
n~wspaper.
HILLTOP will only publish letters addressed
drrecJ!Y_ to the Edit9rial Editor in response to P.Ublished articles.
The HlLLTOP Editorial Board reserves the right to edit letters
for space and literary style. All letters must be D'ped, signed and
mclude a complete address and telephone numl:ier.
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No one in the Presidential election

'

'

/

We

ecently overshadowed by, paign and President Clinton's 1996
among other stories, campaign.
Elian Gonzalez, protests
In touching on traditionally Democagainst international ratic issues such as education and
finance organizations social programs, Bush is doing much
and stock market turmoil is the pres- the same thing Clinton did in taking
idential race. These are lazy days for up the issue of a balanced budget, for
news from the campaign
example. Though the tentrail, an interlude
dency is to add a particuOur View:
between the primary sealar party's spin on an
son and the start of fullFor once, wouldn't issue historically chamfledged general election it be nice to be able pioned by the other, the
.
campa1gn1ng.
to vote for a presi- result is often muddled,
This dead zone has been
middle-of-the-road pandential candidate
all the more uninterestwhose words and
dering that neither
ing in recent presidential actions are driven by offends nor satisfies.
races by the painstaking, the strength of their
Such moral and intellecpollster-driven efforts
convictions rather tual compromises may
both parties have made than the latest focus win voters, but it too often
to woo The Average
group and poll
accomplishes little of
American by hijacking
results?
substance. For once,
the each other's funda- - - - - - - - - - - ' wouldn't it be nice to be
mental issues. Today we
able to vote for a presisee examples of how far out of hand dential candidate whose words and
such popular pandering has gotten in actions are driven by the strength of
the ominous parallels between the their convictions rather than the latest
current tone of George W Bush's cam- focus group and poll results?

'-v

Encourage

The opiQions exP.ressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the
THE HILLTOP EditoriaJ Board and do not directly reflect the
9p1n1on of. Howard University, its Administration individual
Hilltop Policy Board men;ibers, or the student body. The opinions
expressed on the P\!rspect1ves_p:ige ~e those of the writers and do
no1 represent the view of the Editorial Board.
Please Address Letters to:

You

The Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman AvenuebNW
Washington, D.C. 200 I

THE MISSION STATEMENT

To

Produced entirely by the students it serves, THE HILLTOP is the
newspaper of record for the Howard University community.
With.in zts pages, our readers will witness ob}eqtive reporting and
storzes written fronz a. un,q_uely black perspectzve at the premiere
hzstorzcally black Unzvers,ty zn the world. ""proudly continue a
trad1t1on of excellence, for our readers and our distinguished
legacy deserves nothing less. .
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the works of in1erna1ional
au1hors.
After the booksigning a reception was held at the British
Embassy. Drawing a crowd of
more than 150. the reception
allowed the writers to discuss
1heir works more intimately.
Sponsors of the events included Howard University Provost Dr.
Antoine Garibaldi: Dr. James
Donaldson, dean of 1he College of
Arts and Sciences: Ambassador
Horace Dawson, director. The
Ral ph J. Bunche Center: Dr.
Thomas Baille, director, Moor•
land-Spingarn Research Center;
Dr. Eleanor W. Traylor, chairman,
Department of English. Howard
University: David Blagbrough.
director, The British Counci l; and
1he British Embassy.

Kadija George.
E.R. Brai1hwaitc. the Writerin-Residence in lhc Department
of English, was also a panelist.
He delivered 1he keynote address
and spoke of his career as a writer.
Following the symposium. the
writers journeyed 10 1he Howard
University Bookstore 10 read from
and sign 1heir works. The works
of the au1hors were able 10 be displayed through the efforts of the
Antwan Clin1on, director of the
bookstore. Prior to 1he sympo•
sium, the wri1ers • works were not
available to 1he American public.
The pligh1 of 1he Black British
writers was driven home, Arana
said, when she had to wri1e direct•
ly 10 British publishers 10 h■"e
their works shipped to Amerjca.
Usually professors would go 10
the Library of Congress 10 request

Drom, WRITERS. Al
University officials. in I 928
the Universily and the British
Embassy worked 1oge1her 10 bring
Sir Esme Howard 10 1he dedication ceremony of 1he University's
lntcrnalional Building.
Saturday·s symposium, called
"Teaching 'Black British Wrilers' ," was held in Locke Hall
from 9:00 until 3:30 and drew
over 120 participants. During the
course of the discussion, faculty
of the Engli sh Depanment and
several Black Bri!ish writers and
literary ac1ivists presented papers
on the African voice in British
Lilerature and the need for a curriculum 1ha1 includes tha1 voice.
Among the Black Bri1ish writI ers in allendance were Judith
I Bryan!, Cour11ia Newland. Susan
Yearwood. Dorolhea Smarn, and

[
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MOVING IN FOR DIFFERENT
From,. VO ,
·6()s," she said.
•
REASv,·10OlsNsStaved al Mundy's ..__
She said as a society we have
,
...,...~
high expectations marriage will be occasionally ,tarting in the sum111cr
personally fulfilling. so many are of J998, but by that fall she b4an
approaching marriage with more 10 stay regularly. She was worldng
caution.
full time, and rather titan stayi4 at
"We cook meals together. which home with her parents, she lllljcd
. so fun,,. Mundy sat'd . ""'
,s
vve name w·11h Mundy. They have s,· g-~
mm' a
"
lease 'or a lownhou,M 'or "-t
our PIants.
"
~ '' •~~
Ifhe kills them, it's over," Vitols
"We consider it a s1eppini s c
said.
for a life for just the two of 1111;·
More important than mac and Mundy said.
cheese and house plants. Mundy
Mark Erdosy, a pastoral associate
, Iearned each otiter•s at St. Paul's Catholt'c Church. --:d
sru'd • "Weve
quirks.''
most cohabiting couples coming for
"We're comfortable with each marria~e preparalion at St. Pill's
other.'' he said. "We talk about e,-ery- initially say they moved in for fmin.
thing. Ifwe have an argument, we're cial reasons.
defini1ely going 10 see each other
•·For the most part cohabitu,g
·11."
· one perso•' s
coup Ies are savmg
at\d talk about
But being in 1he same house can monthly rem, but it's almost lice
be a challenge. Vitols has a full time they arc mortgaging the long Nlm
job and Mundy is a full time student. forHseho~;dterd".1Jnrung· ,th"eErr~oesy f~·so sometimes their schedules con•
u,,
11 0 mw
5llict.
riage, when the priest asks the cou·•we have to be each other's con• pie• "Have you come here free!~
stant form of entertainmen~" Mundy without re$crvation to give
•
said. "When I want 10 v.-ork. I want ,elves to each other in murri9F'I"
towork.and1henl'llhearthisvoice they cannot answer a 100 percent
'Don't you wruma hang out with ''ye~" because they are financidy
me?"'
dependent on each 01her.
·Tm a dis1raction." Vitols said.
Other couples said it wa\ . .
She look up painting on Mundv's
ext
· al steP" or lbey wetefll.~t
,
n Iogac
~suggcstioa. Now she bas a hobby 10 going to test it ou1.

who had cohabitated tell me that

From, ELECTION Al
and alternative Faculty lniliated
Strategic Plan.'' The pamphlet
accused the faculty senate of doing
"nothing to promote" commensurate bonuses and salary increases
when faculty are advanced in rank.
"The type of campaign they have
conducted has been one of
untruths," Carol Broome said. "It's
really not appropriate for a university election."
Broome was the 1998-I999 grnduate facully trustee. She also beat
out Adair last year to received the
faculty senate's nomination but was
rejected by the Board of Trustees
because he disputed the results. The
graduate faculty trustee position
remained vacant for the entire 1999·
2000 school yeM.
Adair denies that he and Bailey's

have ran negative campaigns.
"Our campaigns are not negative." he said. "We simply provided
a report card ...... we reported the
fac1s."
Somr fac.11l1y members say neg•
alive campaig·ns are hurtful to all
candida1es.
'1'hnt kind of campaigning does
nol help anybody." Human communications professor, Carolyn Stroman said. " We are all faculty. We
should all be striving for the same
thing. The faculty does not need
any negative campaigning."
Some faculty members say the
campaigns are nm nega1ive at all.
Journalism professor, Dr.
Lawrence Kaagwa said he thinks the
candidates campaigns are not negative. but "passionate." He said two
very competitive slates can be good

PARENTS

From.
Al
their PRIDE,
commitment
10 ending
homophobia and discrimination in
the District.
District Congressional Representative Eleanor Holmes-Norton made
a speech lending her support 10 the
cause. Mayor Anthony Williams scni
.
.
a representative to proclaim Apnl
15, Youth Pride Day for the District.
"The mayor foels that every human
being is important. He has a problem
with discrimination of anyone and he
is more than aware of the gay and Jes-

JUST

MIGHT

they're glad they lived together," UNDERS'D\ND
said Erdosy, who counsels around 50
Vitols' mother initially worried
couples in marriage prepara1ion she cared more about her boyfriend
each year. "I have had couples tell than her famtly, she said. Other than
me they wish they bad spent tha1 that,herparentsdidnothaveaprobtime apart."
lem with her living situation.
He said cohabitation can push a
"My parents did it, my brother did
.
d'd
coupIe .mI o a lifet'1me comnu'tmenI ,·1, my sister
I .tt," s hc sat.d .
th d O I
S
• hi
be
ey no want.
omc parcn1s l1ll8 no I
so
"It's not uncommon for a cohab- a.:cepling of cohabimtion. Often the
iting couple to get married because parents· disapp10val of cohabitation
its what's~pected of them." he said. puts a strJ.in on the parent-child rela•
"One or both of the partners may not tionship. McManus said. If these
,,ccI read y ,,or the I''
. comnut.
bad ,,cc1·mgs persist
. ID
. to Ihe mar11etunc
ment. but because of obliga1ion they riage. the couple lacks :he social
go through with (marriage)."
support that keeps relationships
While Erdosy said he dors not together.
think cohabilation is a good idea,
A 1995 study by Bumpass .ind
Carol McCord. assis1antdcru1 ofthe Sweet, in a Website associated with
office ,,'or women's affairs and clin- the National Cor'erence
of Ca1holic
"'
ician at the Kinsey Institute. endors- Bishops. found 50 percent of mares this idea. McCord said cohabita- riages preceded by cohabitation
tion is a time 10 agree and negotiate ended in divorce. High divorce rates
if living together works.
can partly be explained by changing
She said cohabitation is an impor- attitudes within society, Erdosy said.
lant step in choosing a mate.
'The whole institution of mar"It's a really healthy way of prnc- riage is changing," he said. "In my
ticing the skills of daily living and a unscientific perspec1ive, long-term
further step toward adulthood than nolongermeansalifetimc.Our..ociJiving with a couple of buddies," ety's individualistic nature makes
she said. "Some women want to see us more focused on 'my needs. my
if a partner is going 10 be equally wants, me, me. me· and marriage
suppor1ive. Gettin"., married solely needs 10 be 'we' C.ocused."
because you want to have sex is nol

ll.

bian community
in DC,"
said Carlene
Cheatam,
special
assistant
to the
mayor for lesbian. gay, bi-sexual and
transgendered affairs.
th
Many lhought c mayor's
supst
port was an important ep inth creating
a more
tolerant climate
e District.
However.
the incommon
sentiment was that there was still
much more 10 be done 10 create an
environment safe enough for gay, bi•
1

t::.~s:;~i:::s~

~::~~ ;0 '::!:a,~it~:~1
ment or isolation from their straight
fn•e nds and coun terpar1s.
T.~k th 19 ear Id
d ate of
• e e
Y ·O gra u
Woodson High school who said he
wanted to be identified only as
Dequan. Though he considers himself
"gay"
he had
sneak out
his
house
to anend
thetofestival.
He of
want•
ed 10 "see people who were com-

for elections.
Faculty members also voted on
1he faculty senate council, academic and health affairs commillee
members, budget and planning comminee members. community relations. s1udent and alumni affairs
commillee.

http://hllltop.howard.edu

"I would lose a Joi of friends and
there would be a lot of fighting going
on in my family if they knew about
me." Dequan said. He added that the
festival ·•empowers people who are
out.'' Nonetheless. he said that after
the rally he would go back to leading
a double life of a queer youth living
as a straight black male.
Jaison Gardner. a 19 year-old
HIV/STD program associate with
Ad,•ocates For Youth. was a speaker
at the rally and said he directed his
speech to teens like Dequan who
were still in the closet.
"It's important that we recognize
groups that are here opening doors to
queer youth to provide a safe and supportive pince to be who they are,"
Gardner said referring to the Sexual
Minority Youth Assistance League or
SMYAL. The organization provides
a youth drop-in center for youth and
also offers self-affirming workshops
and activities for gay. lesbian. bi-sex•
ual and transgendered teens in the
DC metro area.
This was Gardner's first Pride Day
Festival and he said he was impressed
by the anendance.
"In an age when we ,o often ha,-e
10 come together in times of mourning and protest, it is inspiring to see
thousands of young come together
simply in the name of celebralion and
pride:· Gardner said.

-==k=ee=p=h=e=r=b=u=sy=w=h=il=e=b=e=wo=rk=s=.===="=l'=ve=y=et=to=h=a=,=·e=a=m=arr=i=ed=c=oup=='c==a=iood==r=e=a=so=n=:=•====================~...:_fortablc with themselves," he said.

You say y ou're lone~ and you can't tind a good
man .. . . . .. ..... . . .

C/he Ladies of
A{pha Chaytrr
A{pha Kaypa A{pha Sorority, Inc.
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GUARANTEED JOB AFfER GRADUATION!

()

Air Force ROTC offers you the opportunity to earn scholarships while learning and
practicing leadership principles. When you graduate, you have a guaranteed job
with good pay and benefits waiting for you! Don't you want to find out how?

Doubfctrce Hotel
1515 Rhode lsfmuf Awnuc, NW
(Between 15th and 16th Streets)

Freshmen!
Sophomores!
Register for
Air Force ROTC Classes
toJoin the excitement(

\

Some opponunities for Juniors &
Graduate students 1001

Apri( 28, 2000
9:00 pm -1:00 nm

Semi-Formal
$45.00 a coupfe

Information will beauailableontheground floor of Blackburn
•'

For More Information Conlatl
Air Force ROTC Detachment 130
Lt Colonel Francine Goode
(202) 806-6788
fgoodt@howard.edu
Douglass Hall, Room B-28

(bosed on available Howard Vnim-sity funds)
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ROOM & BOARD INCENTIVE
Up to $2,100 per semester for qualif ied
students eftl'()l/ed in Air Force ROTC
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'Iwo Howard Students Crowned Cherry Blossom Princesses
By LAIJREN ANDERSON
Hill1op Staff Writer
t was in 1912 that Japan gave a gift of
3,000 cherry trees to America only to be
followed by I00 more in 1997. With the
first gift. began.a special friendship between
Japan and America that to this day is still celebrated with the annual Cherry Blossom Festival.
Spring of 1935 was the first Cherry Blossom Festival. held when a group of school
children re-enacted the first planting of the

I

trees.

The event which la,;ts for two weeks, atll1lCIS
hundreds of thousands of visitors to Wash•
ington and climaxes with the nationally tele•.
vised National Cherry Blossom Festival
Parade complete with bands, floats, special•
ty units, National Conference of State Soci•
ety (NCSS) princesses and the National CherPhoto By Rob Stern
Joanne Byars, of Washlngtoa, O.C, lcfl, and Nicole Morgan, of'Iha.s, right, both "~re crowned NCSS
ry Blossom Festival Queen.
This year over 50 US states. territories and Cherry Blossom Princcsses

1wo Howard Students
File Lawsuit Accusing
The Cactus Grill of
Discrimination
By LAUREN ANDERSON
Hilltop Staff Writer

international countries participated in the
pageant by selected princesses to represent
each state, country or territory at the festival.
Two of the participants, Princes,e, Joanne
Byars and Nicole Morgan were students at
Howard.
Byars. who was the princess representative
of Washington DC. is a 1999 journalism
graduate of Howard. While attending Howard
she was a member of the National Golden
Key Honor Society. She is currently work.ing
for the American Health Lawyers Association
and will attend Howard Law School in fall of
2000.
Morgan. who was the princess representa•
tive of Texas. is currently a ,enior at Howard
maJoring 111 political science and spanish. She
is a member of the 'Texas Club, Foreign
Affairs Society, Spanish Club and she is the
school of Arts and Science's senior representative. She enjoys volunteering as ,he has
volunteered with the Special Ol;mpics and
Big Brothers and Big Sisters.
NCSS has been a major participant in the

Festival since 1948 and has selected a Cherry Blossom Queen every year. Along with a
week in Washington, DC princesses have the
chance. if they should be selected '" Cherry
Blossom Queen. to ,pend an expense paid
week in Japan.
The princesses who were consisted mainly
of college students or college graduates were
selected by their specific st:1tc societies. All
women between the ages of 18 and 24 were
welcomed to attend regardless of race or
size.
"It wasn't like a beauty pageant," said Byars.
"Although we were treated like we were
beauty queen,."
The princesses were accompanied by a
motorcade and police escort, everywhere
they went. They participated in tourist type
activities such :is touring the White House.
And when they marched in the parade they
were accompanied by mid ship men from the
military holding their specific state flag,.
"It was definitely a once in a life time experience," said Byar,. "It was an honor:·

Business Profile

Duke's Shoe Repair, A Staple in the Community
By LAtJRF.N A NDERSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
mongst the new businesses and Latino churches
of the U Street area lies a Black-owned business
that has stood the test of time. Duke's Shoe Repair
is a place customers can go to get their shoes shined or
repaired by a man named "Duke" and get a piece of history at the same time.
The business which has been thriving for fifty years now.
proves to still be doing well as people from the local area
patronize Duke's business, speaking as if they ha,•e know
him since the! 95o·s when the business was first established.
Irving "Duke" Johnson. the owner of Duke's for which
the store was named after has a friendliness about him that
people who know him and even those who do not, cannot
resist. As he talks about his life experiences ,md the trials
and tribulations of his business, folks from the surrounding neighborhood come in just 10 say hello, or to talk to
Duke about their problems.
Duke, a man who seems to know everything offers friendly advice and an open ear to all. "If we don·1 start looking
out for ourselves. we are going to be in a world of trouble,"
he says with a friendly, familiar smile.
Duke, who got his nickname working as a bootlegger in
the forties. is a World War II veteran· and ex-truck driver.
During his time in the Army, he drove a 6x6 as he was sent
all over Europe from England. to France. Belgium. Hol•
land and Germany. After five battle campaigns and three
years over seas. he was sent back to the states.
It was at the 1955 World Fair in Manhattan. N.Y. that Duke
was introduced to shoe repair.
"I've loved to shine shoes. since I was a kid with a shoe
shine box," said Duke.
So it was only natural that he become interested. While he
k.new how to shine shoes, he did not quite know how to tix
them. However, he invested in machines and a shop anyway.
"I didn't even know how to work the machines!" he said
with a laugh.
It was then that he enlisted the help of three men who were
already "in the business.'' They took the young Duke under
their wings showing him how to repair shoes and gave him
the skills to open his own business. a business that would
continue to serve the community for the next 50 years.
Thirteenth and U street was the site that Duke's would
occupy for the first 38 years as he established a relationship with the community. It was in 1988 that the business
moved from it's old spot to the one it has occupied for the

A

It was the day of Dec. 18. 1999 that Monica
Woodard, who received both her Masters and
Bachelors degrees at Howard and Jennifer
Spearman, senior sociology major, realized that
their lives would change. On an afternoon visit
to the, Cactus Grill. a tex-mex restaurant locat•
ed in Wheaton, Md., Monica and Jennifer felt
they were discriminated against on the basis of
their race. The women have filed suit against the
Cactus Grill, and it's owners. Theodore Marg.as
and Thomas Zambetis. for punitive damages.
"Really when you think about it, this started
off in the I96o·s in Greensborough with the public accommodations problem trying to get service." said Spe.~rman. "Now we can get service
but we don't get the same service. And there's
really not any difference."
Woodard and Spearman, who was accompanied by her two children, decided to dine at a
rest&~rant they had never patronized before,
The Cllctus Grill.
"I wanted to try something in my community," said Spearman. " It was something I would
have liked to be able to frequent often. But that
wasn't the case:·
After eating their lunch, the women recei\'ed their
Phoh, 8)' Eri.: I-tall
check. The check totaled $65.89 which included
Irvin~ "Duke'' Johnson, the o"ner of Duke'~ Shoe Repair. has l>e<>n shining and re1>airini: shoe, for more than 50 )Car...
all drinks, food and tax. However. under the total
past 12 years. taking all of his customers with him.
entire life and remain, to live in the community in which
wnshand written by the server. David Jo,e, "15 percent tip. $9.75" and the new total "$75.64."
Duke's had outgrown the 13th Street location. and with he operate, his bu,ine", living within a half block of his
Woodard and Spearman. who both did not see
the advice of a friend and a customer, former Mayor Mar- ,hop.
a gratuity policy posted anywhere in the re,tauion Barry. Duke's moved to 2000 14th Street.
Duke maintains a friendly neighborhooo fc..:I "' he ~its on
nmt or menu, questioned the server.
"The other building was too,mall," ,aid Duke "And Mar- a ,tool 111 the front of the ,tore'. t.tlkJng to each and every
The server replied that the restaurant had a "dis•
ion Barry .bked me to move over here."
person that come in the shop a, if he ha, known them percretionary policy" that allowed servers to include
The shop. with it\ high cei lings and ,-om counters sonally for years. H,s weathered, brown e}·e, tell you that
gratuity to a patron's check when they chose.
shO\veases it's bright yellow walls which are framed with he has seen a lot in hi, 80 years on the Earth.
Woodard and Spearman continued to question
old pictures of Duke. former Mayor Marion Barry with his
Duke who i, the father of three grown children an<l is mar•
the server. interested in what it was about their p.'U'·
wife. pictures of young Duke in the Army and The lit,.,/,.
ried
to a "wonderful. wonderful woman" ,pends hi, ,umticular p.my that prompted him to add a fixed tip.
i11g1011 Posr write-ups.
mers
in Paris with old lricnd, from the \\.Ir
"Initially, we gave them the b\!nefit of the
The large machines that occupy most of the space behind
doubt and the chance to explain to us why they
··You don't have but one life to hvc. ,o go ahead and hve
the counter are lined with almo,t every type of ,hoe imagdid it," said Spearman.
inable. An old fashioned shoe shine booth is ,ituated with- it. Norhing is promised," ,aid Duke. "l'.:c had a wonderIn response. the server. pointed to an interraful life The world owe, me nothing," Duke added nostalin the store bringing patrons back to days long past.
cial couple sitting nearby and said, " I am adding
Duke who w:is born in SW, ha, been" \\',l\hingtonian his gically.
it to their bill, too. I earn <>nly $ 1.28 an hourand
some people don't know what to do when they ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -' - - - - go out."
City Sites
It was at that point that Woodard and Spear• This is the tenth installment of a series that takes a look at area cultural sites.
man realized they had been discriminated
against on the basis of their race.
" I was very humiliated when I found out that
tlte gratuity was added on the basis of race," ,aid
Woodard.
When the manager arrived at the table, he only By NSENCA A. KNIGHT
confirmed that the policy is one that "every Hilltop Staff Writer
restaurant in America" adheres to and offered
Religious Institutions and spiritual traditions have nlways
no apology or explanation.
been
the core of African American civic, social, and cultur"That manager supported his server!" said
al
life.
Free and enslaved Africans brought Islam. Yoruba, and
Spearman. "It was like yeah. that's what he's
going to do. he did it, and now what are you Akan belief systems to America. Due to slavery, Africans
transformed, adopted, and adapted to Christianity.
going to do about it?"
Speak to My Heart: Commun ities of Faith and ContemA server at Cactus Grill. Jose Carlos said. "We
don't generally add gratuity to a check. Usual- porary African American Life, examines elements of contemporary worship. the impact of religious expression and
ly the customer pays what they want.''
One of the owners of The Cactus Gril l, experience on the individuals life. Also explored are the
Thomas Zambetis. claims that the manager of significant changes religious institutions have made in the
the restaurant did in fact do everything possi- African American neighborhoods they serve. The bulk of
ble to "keep the women as customers" and snid the masjids (Arabic word for mosques) and churches that
arc featured in this exhibit are located in D.C. and Mary•
that the restaurant does not discriminate.
"We make our living from the neighborhood." land.
The exhibition includes photographs, objects, and expressaid Zambetis. "A good portion of our cus•
tomers are not only African American but His- sions from Christian. Islamic, and African Hebrew congrepanics, it's a very ethnic neighborhood. Those gations in the Washington, D.C. area and across the country.
One ean see the diversity of religious practices in the
are the people that come and support us and
those are the customers that ,ve take care of time African American community. For example, in the African
Photo h)' 1larokl Oorv, in
American churches members are seen sitting in chairs and
and time again.''
"Speak to My Heart,'' an cxhibitlon 111 tbc Sntitl,sonian, features Rc,•crend 1~rrence K LeaU,ers, pa<tor of Peace Baptist Oturch, a.,
While Woodard and Spearman claim that the listening to the preacher, or dancing and singing with the
he preaches •'Wings and Halo.,;: Touched by an Angel" at the 50th Annhusary of Purity Baptist Church, Washington, O.C.
restaurant had many chances to correct the sit- music of the choir: in the mosque there is no talking as the
In another church, the Black Christ Mural. Lord of the Uni- the Hebrew Israelite community is the health food store. This
Friday Jumuah prayer is being conducted and the Imam is
uation,Zambitis disagreed.
verse was given much credit to bringing members to that religious group adheres to a strict vegetarian diet. which they
"Had I had a phone number or an address, I speaking while the members of the mosque sit on the floor church. Another church featured an elaborate mural of attribute the low heart disease rate in their community too.
would have written to these women. I would and listen attentively.
African American and African ima:ies.
The Brotherhood School has received international notice for
A photograph of the Last supper Mural in place at the Union
have apologized to them. I would have done
In
the
featured
mosque.
Masjid
11,qwa
An
Nur.
Glendale,
producing bilingual students.
what I could to make sure that I did not lose Thmplc Baptist Church featured such well known Blacks as
At the Islamic school, The Sister Clara Muhammad School
them as customers. because that"s what its all Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King, Rosa Parks. Shirley Maryland the only decorations were the words of the Quran in
Ar.1bic
ealligr:,phyd
as
there
an:
no
images
allowed
in
mosques.
loc:tted
in SE D.C., young student, are seen learning Arabic
Chisolm,
Marcus
Garvey,
Frederick
Douglass,
W.E.B.
about, keeping our customers coming back.''
While
there
were
no
places
of
worship
representing
the
to
enable
them to read the Quran.
DuBois.
Malcom
X,
and
Elijah
Muhammad.
It
was
interest•
Zambetis.
The Speak To My Heart Exhibit is currently in place at the
As time marches on, and the trial comes clos- ing to note that some of the people featured in the Last Sup- African Hebrew hraelites the garb of the African Hebrew
Israelite men was featured. The outfit included a robe, head Smithsonian Arts & Industries Building's North Gallery
er and closer both women continue to fight for per Mural in the church were people who objected Chris•
tianity.
covering. breast plate. and prayer shawl. Another element of located at 900 Jefferson Drive, SW.
what they feel is right.

Speak to My Heart: Communities of Faith in Black Life
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NATION & WORLD
Protests Continued in Washington as Thousands
Paraded Against the World Bank and IMF
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(U-WIRE) WASHINGTON
For 1he
second s1raight d.iy. the streets ofWa,hington belonged to pro1e,1er,. Monday. expre"ing 1hcir anger al 1he action, of the ln1erna1ional Monelary Fund and 1he World Bank.
AboUI one 1housand protester,. blocked 1hc
in1ersec1ion of 20lh Streel and Penn,ylvania
Avenue for several hours after marching
through 1h.: ,tn:cts of the nation's capi1al amid
rush-hour 1raflk 1l1e demonstr:ttuf> are in the
city 10 \'OC,diLe 1hcir anger al tl1e action, of the
1wo interna1ional organi£ations. Prote,1er,.
claim 1he IMF and World Bank discriminate
againsl third-\\urld corn11ries in an effort to
ad,·ance large corpor,llions .
A llhuugh lhe pro1es1s did not begin as
early Monday a, they had 1he day before.
the eerie sense or calm in the city was soon
replaced by loud demonstrations.
Afler several small confronlation, at the
Wth and Pennsylvania inlersecuon. including the use of pepper spray, police and
pro1est organizer,. agreed 10 allow 1he barricade to be opened in 1wo places so pro1e,1er,. could walk pa\l. view 1he World
Bank office, and then be arrested in a symbolic gesture. l\1ciropolitan Police Chief
Charle, Ramsey e\limaied 400 people were
arrcs1ed at the m1er,ection.
"\Ve saw there w~1s a way to calm things
down by bringing a linlc peace and love in10
1he rcla1ionship." ,aid Execu1ive Assis1an1
Chief Torry Gainer.
The peaceful arrests were a siark c-0111ras1
10 earlier in 1hc morning. when police used
tear gas 10 break up a crowd and u,cd force
10 arresl several busloads or pro1ester,.
Ramsey e,1ima1ed 1hat 500 10 600 people
were arrested ,n Washing1on Monda).
including those who wenl volunwril).
Al around 8:30 a.m .. police used tear gas
by acciden1. Ramsey said. He ,aid police
and Nalional Guard officer,. who were
called in Sunday nigh1, lhoughl 1hey were
rele,tsing ,moke grenades.
Police 1hen slormed down 1oward the

Pl'l<)M H,

J,N'lrl T

Smith

A l(n>Up ofHo"ard ,tudenlSnrnrdl<-d to lhe Capilo! la,t Sund") to proll'St the !Mil and \\orld !lank.
busie,t down1own ,1ree1 lhat was open 10
1raflic }.1onday morning. and used ba1ons
10 control and arre,1 pro1e,1crs.
"I ,,.w one guy on the lloor, and he had
been bca1cn." ,aid Joseph Fraiman. 18. a
,111den1 m Un1\'ersity of Ma"achu,etlS al
AmheN who ,crved as a medic during the
pro1e,1s. "(1 he police) jusl were anacking
1he from line of people."
Fraim:111 ,aid he was pulled out or 1he

protest while he

\\..'3'.\

crying

10

a~,i,t an

injured demonma1or.
"Tite) were complelely non-violen1." he
,aid of 1he pro1e,1ers. "The} had 1heir hands
up and were gelling cracked w ith nightdubs,"

Tiw action, i:111\I tac:uc, u,ed :-.1onday were
1he complele OJlJll"i1e for bolh sides from
their Sunday ,1rategy. While pro1c,1ers
"11emp1ed 10 ,caner and block '" ma~y
in1ersec1ion, a, po,,ible Sunday. 1hey
ama"ed in a group and par:tded 1he ncx1
day. The police. who allowed lhe dem<>n•

sirator,. 10 take mer the streeis Sunday pul
up more of a light al lime,. irsi,1en1 on
allowing traflic to llll\\ for lhe bu,me" d.iy.
"These are people who ju,1 wanl to exerc ise 1heir Firsi Amendmcnl righis to free•
dom or speech." said Han Shan. an organ izer wi1h Mobilirnlion for Global Ju,1ice,
·1 1hink the pohce are being really illlolcrani."
• The parJde ,tarted'"" ,mall Jemon,lra·
lion down 141h ,trt'et. blocking 1he lralhc
in one direc1ion. While r;i,n ,ecmed 10
dampen 1he pro1e,1\ numhcr,. ii gathered
support by cird,ng ,111 area near 1he national monumenh and then parnding up 14th
St reet amid 1raflic.
"They can amass quid.er 1han any1hini
I've ever seen before" Rtims<) ,aid of lhc
prolesler>.
Pro1e,1ers formed human barrier, on the
open streets. and 1he1rchan1ing drll\\-ned 0111
1he ,ounds of honking cars.
·"Thi, is wh:11 democracy look, like." pro-

testers chan1ed '" they c riss -crossed
be1wecn car, along 141h streel.
The pro1c,ters were iold to divide into 1wo
groups. 1hose who were willing 10 be arrested were brough1 up front and the other
"'supporter," were placed in 1he parade
behind large paper mache lloa1s.
The march was forced 10 end by pol ice
barricades al 2000 Pennsylvania Avenue, al
lhe border or 1he George Washington Universi1y campus. The protesters camped out
al the i111crsection for several hours.
The atmosphere be1ween police and pro1c,1crs was m lime, tense. When police
donned their gas masks, pro1es1crs would
hccome more rowdy. Al one poin1, the
groups c lashed and pepper spray was
released, hilling several demons1rn1ors and
member, or 1he media.
"\Ve ccmld11 1 afford to lose thal line,"
Ramsey ,aid.
Al limes, the line of officers holding the
barricade was four men deep. all in gas
mash. Pulice removed 1he masks as par1 or
1he agreemem that .1llowed demons1ra1ors
lo be voluntarily arrested.
Ramsey wa, al 1he center of police action
this \\eekend. During 1he arrcs1 in 1he morn•
,ng hour,. Monday. Ramsey was handing out
plasuc handcuff, 10 his officers. And, he
accep1ed a rose from a protester across the
harricade ~• 2000 Pennsylvania Avenue.
When he was asked by one demonstra1or
whe1hcr tear ga, would be used, he repeatedly said no.
Ramsey said he esiima1e, the cos1or o,·er•
lime for his officers al S4 10 $5 million.
Wa,hinglon D.C. Congresswoman Eleanor
Holmes Nonon (D) requested a s pecial
.ippropriation ofS5 million from 1he federal gmernment 10 pay forcostsof1his weekend's pro1e,1s.
Wi1h 1he agenda of the meetings ending
:'-1ond,l), busines> i, expec1ed 10 re1urn to
normal Tuesday
"This isn·1 o,·er • bu1 it will cenainly be a
101 bener around here 1omorrow." Ramsey
:-.au.I.
: rheresa Crapanwno contributed 10 this
repon.
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Juan Miguel and his wife and meml><:r> of
my family. 11,i, meeting should lake p lace

without any mtcrvention whatsoe\'er of any
govt!rnmcnt official. thei~ or ours. lawyer-..
media, or m1yonc else. only family."
On April 13. Michael A. Pearson. Execlltl\'C A"oc1ate Commissioner for Field
Open11ions for the lmmigra1ion and Nalllrnlization Service responded to La,aro's let•
1er. He ,1a1cd " ... We are prepared lo accommodate 1hat request a, part of an oruerly
transfer of the care ol Elian to hi, father."
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the Depar1111ent of Jus1ice's de1ermina11on
in 1his ca,e or 1he federal Judge·, ruling
upholding ii. you would never1heleS\ab1dc
by 1he law:·
Lazaro ,md family never appe,ir"d. as
agreed with lhe INS orlic1ab. al 1he OpaLocka A11pnr1. Nor did they mee1 w ilh
El i"n\ faIher.
In a skilllul legal maneuver. L,11:iro·,

An additional anempt. by Laz.,ro \ law)crs,
in a Florida state cour\ 10 ha,c the local
court inlercede '"" rcjec1ed. Jud)!e Jenn1li!r
D. Bailey ruled 1ha1 ,he had nu jurisdiclion.

.1Uorney\ t'lbtamcd un ~mt'rgency. tempor ,iry sla) lwm 1he l nited S1a1e, Court ol
Appc,,b l,ir the I llh Circuil. .\ single appcl·
la1e Judge ordered 1he ,1ay 1ha1 prc\'ent,
Elian·, fa1her Juan Miguel Gonwlez from
taking lhe boy bacl 10 Cuba. thu; 1hwart•
ing the ,\Horney General', imposed Thursday April U deadline
Upon hearing. the nc\\, ln Miami~ Cuban•
American demon,tr.11ors ou1,ide lhe Gon•
,ale, home rnn down the slree1, in jubila•

re

The delibcrnti: ac:11,m~of Lazan>', law)er,
ha,c prolonged Elian\ s<>Jllurn ,n 1he Uni led Slates. Spolcsper,on and \li,1111i Commi.....,1oner Toma, Regalado ,ai<l of Luzaro.
.. He's an uld-11111e Cuban. tk i, the hos,
lie helie\'e, h,· \\nuld he handing the cluld
o,cr IO Ca,1ro ,\ Cub,m JUst can't do 1hat."

tion. ,creaming ...Jw,tu:e! Ju~tici:!"
Howe,er. 1he ~la} Joe, nol specifically

In ,rnrk oppo,ililln i, Juan Miguel Glln•
£a1c1.. H1~ tempornr~ vi,it 10 1h~ Unilt:d
Staies h:i, been extended. Accun1p,111ied by
hi, wife and 6-month-old son llianny. Juan
Miguel conlinue, 111 reside in an afllucnt
wburban h ome in Bc1he,da. l\1D. The
home. belonging 10 Cub.,·, chief d1ploma1
Fernando Remire,. ,·onlinue, 10 be monimred by 15 televi,ion ,ruck, and do,ens of
Mon11;omer) C<111nl} p<>lire. L'nlike the

bar the gm·ernment from reu,rning Elian
to his father. The complete panel of judges

home of Lazaro. there are nt> prote,cor. tllJt ..
,i<le Chi.° Cuban refuge only h.~lc\ is1on crew,

"People have txen looking 1he 01her wa)'°'

B} M ,rr C ,11H·,

he: ~aid.

I he Daily C1mpus (U Conr1ec1icut)

Compounding 1he problem" 1he political

unr~,t that con1inue, co run ramp~m1 m
(L-WIRI:.) STORRS. Conn.
If AIDS
i, a maJor problem in 1he United S1u1e,. it
is a lotal epidemic in Africa. Among the
13.6 million victims of AIDS worldwide
last year. an aSlllunding 69 percent were in
Sub-Sah:tran Africa.

James Kiwanuka-Tondo. a visiling pn>fessor of communications at Universily of
Conncclicui. aim, 10 change 1ha1 with a
groundbreaking s1udy or A IDS awareness

campaigns in Uganda.
,, Pr a 1equ ,111 f
1n n '~ u , rd r.'
1r n.11 ckdvrnl coun~rl
'i.i n · 111nouncc fnday.
• to p on 1he ne\\ da1c, for
1 1 r e ec
ns. Bclore tly1 h • n d 9 t'lc,1oml c·<1unc1l
1 , MrnJai lllfhl.

will ,on,idcr rhc in1unc11on t, keep 1he h<>}
,n the I.: ni1rd Stale, fore rhe I I rh Circm1
on :\la) 11

and eorre,pondenis hoping for an occa,iorn1I phom-op.
The add111onal time ha, begun to te;t Juan
Miguel', pauence. On April 16 reporls surfaced alleging Ju,m Miguel IO be an abusive
falher and husband.
Juan Miguel', Florida relali\'eS ci1ed in
their legal arguments that Juan Miguel hnd
been al>usi\l' m Elian\ mother. Elisabeth
Brn1011>. Jo,e Gnrcrn-Pedro,n, anorney for
Lazaro. ,aid the relatives are insis1ing 1ha1
Elian unJergo " psychological evaluation
beh>r<' any :111empt is made IO reunite him
wllh hi, fa1her
In :Ill llllet\ iew wilh C'BS\ "60 M inu1es"
1ha1 aired on Sunday nighl. Juan Miguel
denied 1ha1 he bc:11 his former wife. During
the in1e, view. Juan Miguel accused his rel•
a1i,e, of mampula1ing Elian citing the home
video as an example. "This i, child abuse
,md mbtreatmen1 - whal lhey·re doing 10 my
hoy These are not 1he boy's 1rue feelings ,"
Gontalel 1okl CBS.
A Mi,mi• Herald reporter. inviled by 1he
family 10 wimess a 1elephone call between
1he b<i)· ,111d his ra1her on Saturday ,aid the
20 minu1e phone con,·cNation ended wi1h
Ehan t,l<1wing kisses inlo the tele phone.

Professor Spearheads Study of AIDS Awareness in Africa

deadlme
par

m rn ...., e.'l..!t.utih. orc.ler
b~ cletlllril coLncil for

p

vate mc.!eting. at a neutral location. b(1,vecn

l(Jlln

l
~

ncy General Janel Reno. LaLaro Gonwle,
has extended the tragic siory of hi, greal•
nephew Elian. He ha, taken cenier,tage in
his nephew\ custod} proceeding,. and pro•
, ided bolh legal and political dtbaies.
In a lener d,11cd April 8 tll U.S. Allorncy
General fa net Reno. La1aro expre,,cd inierest in the opportunity 10 meet with Elian·,
father. "We plead with )OU 10 arr.mge a pr,

I ca,,on ,..J<led · ):011 and )-OUr repn:~ nta·
ti\'ts hav\: frrc.1rn:ntl)' ,tate<l in tht h,,, ,c-..·
cral \\eeks thitl \\hilt~you did not ;;1grcc with

Kiwanuka-Tondo

is

a native or Ugand,i

who came to UConn eight years ago a, a
Ph.D. student. He recogni£ed 1he problem
that AIDS. a disease caused by a lluid•
borne virus 1hat attacks the human immune
system. presen1ed to 1he Afric,m people.
"Uganda has been bad I y ravaged by
AIDS." he said.
Par! of the problem. he said. is thal many
African govcrnmenls have nol yet admined
that AIDS is affecting !heir countries in a
major way.

Africa. In l'g,mda. he say,, a civil war 1ha1
r:1gcd from 196610 1986 db:iblcd 1hc he:illh
rnfra,1ructure. and occupied the minds of
lhc people so lhat lhey could nm deal wi1h
the A IDS outbreak. which began m 1982.
'"The people c,m·1 1:1lk aboul any other
1hing [beside, lhe w,irl," he ,aid.
Uganda. however. was 1hc first African
nation lo face AIDS in an allempl 10 conquer ii. In 1986 the government e nacted an
open puhliC' poliC)' 1oward, 1hc disease.
The gowrnment. \\t>rking wilh 1hc World
Heallh Organizalion. sel up a campaign to
prmnolc AIDS aw,ireness and prevention.
1he lir,1 or ils kind in Africa.
ln1erna1ion:il. religious and 01her organi1a1ion, lhen llooded into Uganda 10 take
care of , ic1im, and sel up campaigns or
their own.
The campaigns worked. In 1994. Uganda
saw the rale of new infec1ion, drop for the
lirsl lime. and the mle has been falling C\'er

since. m:iking Ugand;i a model of succ:c"ful AIDS pre\'enlion in Africa. However.
olhcr .\fric Ill countries such ·" South
Africa are only no\\ dealing wi1h the d"·
ease. and 1he rate of the d"c,isc m lho,e
countries is peakrng and has not fallen yet.
Kiwanuk:1-Tondo rcali,cd 1ha1 if he could
identify 1he hallm,.,ls or ,uccess in Ug:,nda. his limling, could be u,ed in olhcr
counirics 10 prevent and quell 1he AIDS epidemic.
"I wanlcd 10 lind oul what ii '"" that led
10 the ,uccess of 1he eampmgn," he said
To accomplish 1he rirsi study. he formu
lnicd hi, own quesiionnair.·, which he sc•Jll
10 135 organization, that had been involved
with an1i-AIDS campaigning. Of these, 91
responded, and Kiwanuka-Tondo used the
resulting data to link org:miLalional charac1eri;,tics and other factor,. 10 campaign
success, in a proce" called palh :malysis.
For example. his s1udy ,howed 1ha1
increased financial resource, led to more
media channels and bener campaign exe•
cu1ion quality. It abo showed 1hat ,raining

of per,onnel and audience participalion
\\.·ere of gre.at import~nce.
":'.Jol>ody had e,rr miked about training in
camp:ugns."' Ki\\ anuka-Tondo ,aid of other
,1udie,.
Kiwanuka-Tondo's repon is nearing publication. bnt he is 1101 yet finished wi1h his
project He plan, lo con1inue modifying his
organizatiomll model and then do comparati"e ,1udie;, bc1wcen his model and campaign, in 01her coun1ries, including the
Uni1ed S1a1es. T he comparnti\'e s1udies
,hould 1hen help organizations achieve
maximum success in 1he fight againsl
AIDS.
""The crusade really 1, 1hut 1here is a prob•
lem." Kiwanuka-Tondo said. "In Uganda a
,olulion worked. The qucs1ion is if other
coumrie, can do 1he same." He is especial•
ly concerned aboul Asia.
"Asia is a time bomb."' he said.
People there are living in 1he worst health
condi1ions and if A IDS breaks ou1. i1 will
be a cri,is for the world if nothing is done
.ibout prevention and awareness now, he
said.
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The New Face of Protest? No.
·y o u n g
was based on digruntlement with a
white girl gets on the system based in principle and feeling,
news tb say that she and this one was fueled by outsiders who
her group of friends are attempted to galvanize the middle
trying to ~ - - - - - - - - class against overseas
get arrested to honor the
Our View:
oppression.
legacy of Martin Luther
Yet, no movement King. Jr., and Gandhi. A
Legacy, schmegacy.
anywhere - has ever
young white man throws
The IMF/WTO
begun with the middle
himself in front of a car protest was the •biggest class. They amay drive it
to prevent it from movscam of the new
in the end, but it does
ing. Others beg to cross
millennium.
not begin with them. The
the police barricades so
World Bank/IMF debate,
that they can be arrested for "the
cause." Meanwhile, the men of the at least in the U.S., is a cause i1nposed
International Monetary Fund and from above. It does not strike at the
World Bank, having been told in heart of America, not even as 1nuch
advance that protest would start at six as the WTO issue did. It is, to be put
o'clock, arrived at five and got their simply, as much a celebrity cause as
business done.
Macy Gray was before she finally
The Washington Post devoted much blew up. And like that pop star, the
space over the past few weeks to the concept of debt relief and the evils of
"new face of social protest." Yet,was austerity policies will have to be
this really a social protest? There was rammed down the throats of the
no mass movement behind it. Most American people before anyone other
who heard about it were only luke- than idealistic, rich college kids join
warm to the convoluted issue. Where- hands with the international coalition
as the social revolution of the sixties that is fighting these organizations.
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THE HILLTOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate new~a!J!!r,
encourages YQt_lJ_O shai:c_your OP.mions on articles publishecfin the
newspaper. THE HILCTOP will only publish letters addressed
dirccJly_ to the Editorial Editor in response to P.Ublished articles.
The HILLTOP Editorial Board reserves the ri 0 ht to edit letters
lor space and literary scylc. All letters must be Typed. signed and
include a complete address and telephone numoer.

No one in the Presidential election
ecently overshadowed by, paign and President Clinton's 1996
among other stori es, campaign.
Elian Gonzalez, protests In touching on traditionally Democagainst international ratic issues such as education and
finance organizations social prograins, Bush is doing much
and stock market turmoil is the pres- the same thing Clinton did in taking
idential race. These are lazy days for up the issue of a balanced budget, for
example. Though the tennews from the campaign
dency is to add a particutrail, · an inte rlude
Our View:
lar party's spin on an
between the primary season and the start of fullFor once, wouldn't issue historically chamfledged general election it be nice to be able pioned by the other, the
result is often muddled,
campaigning.
to vote for a presimiddle-of-the-road panThis dead zone has been
dential candidate
dering that neither
all the more uninterestwhose words and
ing in recent presidential actions are driven by offends nor satisfies.
Such 1noral and intellecraces by the painstaking, the strength of their
tual compromises may
pol Ister-dri ven efforts
convictions rather
both parties have made than the latest focus win voters, but it too often
accomplishes little of
to woo The Average
group and poll
substance. For once,
American by hijacking
results?
the each other's funda- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ' wouldn't it be nice to be
able to vote for a presimental issues. Today we
see examples of how far out of hand dential candidate whose words and
such popular pandering has gotten in actions are driven by the strength of
the ominous parallels between the their convictions rather than the latest
current tone of George W. Bush's cam- focus group and poll results?
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PERSPECTIVES
South Carolina's confederate
flag not gone with the wind

Radical for Christ:
Are you ready?

By Christina S. Le,vis

By Halleemah Nash
ake time to pay anention. You will sec that
God is doing an awesome work on tHoward's
campus, but are you real! y ready? God says
that the harvest is plenteous, but where are His
laborers? Many of us say that we labor enough wi1b
our own business, and we are so busy wilh our own
workload that we just don't have 1he time or the energy to serve Him. But God says 1ha1 if we keep our
minds set on Him He wi ll keep us in pcrfcc1 peace.
In Mauhew 11 :27-30 Jesus urges us, ''Come to Me,
all you who labor and are heavy laden, and I will give
you rest. Toke my yoke upon you and learn from Me
for I am gent le and lowly in hear!. and you will find
resl for your souls. For My yoke is easy and My burden is light," and because God's word never comes
back void , will you believe it? Or is there another
issue hindering you from completely surrendering 10
the work of the Lord? This is not an altar call, it is
just a question many of us s1ruggle with on a day 10
day basis.
•
Is mediocrity in our walk with Christ a trendy thing
these days? We try to be poli1ically correct in public prayer, leaving oul lhe name of Jesus and giving
shout-ou1s to other so-called gods in members of
other faiths are present. Christmas becomes Xmas
and the Sabbath just an extra day to study. It is like
we are becoming afraid to confess the name of Jesus,
even on a campus thal was founded on Christian standards in the first place. In casb you forgot, Howard
University began as a theological school for preachers and teachers. This university was producing
preachers and teachers of lhe gospel. Therefore, we
are standing on 1he promises of Jesus and the prayers
of the firsts fruits of this uoi,•ersity. lt is my right and
my responsibility to s1and as a representation of
Christ on this campus, jus1 as 1hey did in the midst
of the adversity that they faced. In 2000. we as
Christians must step out boldly in from of the world
to see and reclaim 1his campus for the One who created it.
We must get to 1hc point where we are ready to be
bound up, yoked up and hooked up with Jesus, willing to s1and for Him wi1hout compromise. We have
to have such mind to serve and glorify Him not only
in our places of worship on Sundays, bu1 in our relationships with Him, in our faith, and in our works.
It is time to slop talking and start walking! In-thecloset Christianity is out of here! It is lime to be radical for Christ. We cannot be afraid of the enemy and
what he is doing to destroy the Kingdom of God and
His will for our lives. There is a war goi ng on. a spiritual warfare. We have to make 1he decision 10 step
oul with courage and audaci1y for Him and gel our
minds and lives right in order to prepare ourselves
for the battle. That means gelling in10 the holy word,
pulling on the breastplate of righteousness and the
shield of faith and walking wonhy of 1he calling in
which we were called. Tha1's wha1's up! If we can
shou1 at 1he spons games. then do11·1 look at me crazy
ifl'm shouling in the Adminis1ra1ion building, at the
computer, in my classes and even wailing in line at
the Punchout.
We arc progressing into a time where 1101 being
saved will be the unpopular thing. It is so wonderful to be saved in such a 1ime as 1his. While people
are condemning and ostracizing lhc church in popular songs and television and even in our own campus newspaper. it is still wonderful 10 be saved.
Even in 1he s1rugglc to live a holy life in the midst
of a mainly secular university, God is s1i ll good and
it is yet still so good to be saved. God is calling us
to reconciliation, He is leading us 10 divine realization. He is preparing us for restora1ion, and He is
moving in a new way. Are you ready to be radical for
Him? Are you really ready? ,
Always remember, !here is a Chapel right on campus where there are people 10 pray for you and aid with
in your spiritual journey. We are not perfecl, but we
can count on God's word 1hat He will make a pcrfccl
work in us. and there arc people se1 in place to help
you. There are a number of new minis1ries springing
forth on this campus, I ask that you keep us in your
prayers as we press 10 do the work of 1he Lord and help
10 build the Kingdom al Howard Universily.

1/arrnrd Crim1011 (/larnml l '.)

T

Halleemah Nash is a sophomore marketing major
from Comp1011, Cali. He ca11 be reached at a111bassadors4chris1@ho111rail.co111

(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - The South Carolina Legislature will soon pass a compromise bill 1ha1 will
remove the Confederate nag from the top of 1he siatehouse, (a point where ii is visible throughout almost the
entire capital). But don't ~tan cheering yet. A slightly
altered confederate nag (square instead of reciangular,
with a while border) will fly in a prominent spot on the
stale house grounds nexl to a memorial for the Confederale dead. In the inevitable relief following this victory,
we must remember 110110 sing our praises 100 loudly.
While the bill is a step in the right direction. it does not
si•nal any kind of contrition on the part of pro-flag slate
legisla1ors. nor does it promise any s1a1ewide reconciliation between 1he races. The removal of the Confederate
nag could have been an event 10 bring South Carolina into
the 19th century. A public acknowledgement of the
wrongs the South had commiued and their willingness 10
move past bigotry. Instead. this "great" "compromise" has
merely reaffirmed the 1enaci1y with which flag supporters cling to the memory of Old Dixie.
Frankly, my readers, I had no idea 1he song of tlte South
still sang such sweet melodies in the ears of some American people. To remedy my ignorance, I went s1ra1gh1 to
the source-local newspapers. I discovered that supporters of the "Stars and Bars," (nol to be confused with lhe
allitera1ive "Stars and Stripes"). argue tha1 the nag of the
Confederacy represents the South. not slavery.
George Taylor of Pasadena, Texas. brought up a more
in1eresling
point. He wrote. "American slavery s1ar1ed in
,
1619. Probably 100 times more people were enslaved
under 1he American nag 1han were enslaved under the
Confederate nag." This is true. There were slaves in th_e
Union at the time of the Civil War. In fac1. the Emancipation Proclama1ion deliberately freed only southern
slaves, not northern ones.
Bui unlike the American nag, which is lhe symbol of a
country (and hence 1he nation's historic goods and evils)
the Confederate nag no longer symbolizes a ''proud
nation defeated" but the oppression of blacks. It is impormen between 16 and 34, we begin to create a situation tant to remember 1ha1 the "Stars and Bars" has no1 been
where the mos1 vi1al part of our population is "on lock- flying prominen1ly in South Carolina since Jefferson
down," where a cycle (that has already begun in earnest) Davis was president. It reared i1s ugly head in 1962 as a
appears where sons follow their fathers and older broth- 1101-so-oblique protest to the Civil Rights movement. The
ers into lhe peni1eotiary.
flag was intended as a warning to in1egra1ionists. Other
Once again, the Howard student asks how it affects him states used 1he flag as a similar threa1ening symbol: In
or her directly. I wonder whether we believe that all those I956, Georgia adopted the rebel nag into its stale flag 10
people found with marijuana. or (crack) cocaine, or hero- protest Brown v. Board of Education. the Supreme Court
in, really did have thal sitting in their back seats when decision 1ha1 integrated schools. The Confederate Flag
the police searched them. That is doublful. The truth is, does not fly in South Carolina to honor the bravery and
such tilings could be planted oo Howard studen1s rolling honor of Old Dixie. It was hois1ed as a slap in the face to
down Rockville or Marlboro Pike, and we will be sent the blacks and whites that supported civic equalily for all
on our merry way as well. Which is happening all over races.
the country to "law-abiding·• American Afrikans.
When protes1ers. especially Norlhern liberals, demand
Why is "law-abiding" in quotations? Because the law 1ha1 the nag be removed. 1hey are not conveniently foris 1101 on our side! From the beginning, the law has been getting the crimes againsl humanity commiued under.the
written in the interest of maintaining power for the po"- still revered Star Spangled Banner: they are actmg agarnsl
erful. People would counter that we have civil rights law, an object thal actively stands for 1he oppression and
to protect us. Laws canno1 protec1 anyone iftbey are 001 hatred of black Americans. This is an issue that should
enforced. In the late 19th century, !here were even not be compromised. The only way 10 send a clear stalestronger civil rights stamtes. Once the powerful decid- ment that South Carolina has rejected institutionalized
ed 1ha1 they didn't want to enforce them anymore, Cl<- racial bigotry is 10 remove the flag from the state house
slaves disappeared from tbe legisla1ure and fell back into grounds comple1el}\
1he underclass. The same is happening now. as affirThe Na1ional Associa1ion for 1he Advancement of Colmative action and oilier programs meant to redress the ored People (NAACP) has righ1ly decided to continue its
hislorical inequi1ies of racism disappear because of economic boycou of the l>!ale. Ironically. when contrastconservative legislative agendas.
ed with 1he "Oexibili1y" of the slate's lawmakers (both
Which brings me to my point. Over the next fifteen sides have altered their original s1ance, in order to supyears, rights for Afrikans in America will continue to port 1he compromise), the :-IAACP end, up looking like
erode, and increasing numbers of us will be incarcera1- a bunch knee-jerk liberals too Mubborn to change their
ed- that is, ifwe let ii happen. Wcdon'I have to. Real- minds. Ironically, the fac11hat the NAACP is 1he only orgaizing that legal remedies are never going to succeed, and nization wi1h sufficient moral backbone to remain conthat the elile has miscas1 1he deba1e on "economic sis1ent might work against it in the media spo1ligh1. The
empowermen1." stating that ii has to come from the top American public mus1 remember that a sign thal in the
down and from the outside in to a large extent, we have past years ha, been consis1ently used to denigra1e the
10 attempl some other method of empowering our- progress of blacks has no place on slate grounds. To
seh-cs. Frederick Onuglass said, "Power concedes noth- remove the nag from the :op of 1he capiial building, only
ing without demand: ii never has, and it never will." The to hang one in a prominent place is. as NAACP President
only power 1ha1 the American eli1c has continued to Kwesi ~Hume has said. "added insult to injury."
respect is that of the sword. Afrikans in America need
This year we have seen many racially charged incidents
to arm QUl'l,elves. and learn how to use them guns. It is 1ha1 were deemed either uberrations or coincidence,.
an imperative. If 1hey try 10 take us oul of our homes Some examples are the denigrating remarks of Allanla
shoot. If they try to take us from our cars into their pris- Braves pitcher John Rocker, 1he killing of unarmed blacks
ons - shoot. Just as !heir police have declared war oo in New York City and the racial profiling practiced by
us, let us declare war on them. It is time for Afrikans in police departments across the nation. These racis1acts no
America 10 stop trying to survive by any means neces• longer seem so unusual or exceptional when placed in consary, and start defending our honor and our people in 1he ltl<I with the tenacity by which some sou1hern stales still
1radi1ion of Denmark Vesey, Gabriel Prosser, Nat Turn- cling 10 1he cherished image of the antebellum South.
er, and David Walker. If we die in the fight, we die for Until 1he people of Somh Carolina admit 1hat whistling
our freedom. If ,ve aim. shoot. and kill ...
Dixie isn't worth dividing the Union. South Carolina will
remain a symbol of intolerance and bigotry.

'

Arm Yourselves, Black People
By Mark Harris, Jr.

I

n 1he pa>t, many would tell you that the whi1e man
is out to exterminate or permanently subjt1ga1e the
Black mnn in America. Such talk is no longer seriously given a hearing. it having become politically
incorrect among the increasingly assimilate Afrikans in
America over the past decade. Yet. while Afrikans in
America have steadily toned down their rhetoric in
order to jump wholesale on 1he bandwagon of "economic empowerment," the governme111 has steadily
eroded our position, to the poinl where. soon. no amount
of empowermen1 will be able 10 save the American
Afrikan race from wheels set io mo1ion as early as 19&0
- around the time tha1 mnny curreot Bison were born.
Most recent!)( lhe government has been working co take
away from felons 1he righl 10 vote. At the same time, tlte
govemmenl has been sleadily e.xpanding the list of offenses. especially drugoffen.ses. tltAt are categorized as feloni~
When (not if) this bill become; law. it will continue the
process of total disempowerment of Afrikans in America.
Already. a tltird of black men in their prime wage-earning
yean; are under some ,;ort of correctional ,upervision (i.e.,
incarceration, probation, or parole). which makes it difficull li>rthemtocompele in thejobmarl<e1. Even worse, state
and federal govcrnmenl have eliminated lhe classically
attacked programs that allowed prison inma1es to earn their
cquivalency degrees as well as more advanced one.~. leaving the parolee as uneducated as before, bu1 e,-en more hardened than before he entered tlte system, Combine a lack of
education wilh an inability to exercise any political power,
and you arc creating an underclass, a large part of which
will con1inue to cycle 1hrough the ,~1cm li>ryearsbecause
of u luck of options.
Still, many would question the saliency of such policies for 1he average Howard s1uden1 or. better. Howard
male. What many do not realize is !hat prisons are the
fastest growing industry in 1he Uni1ed Sta1es. beside
1echnology. They are the real New Economy, and 1hey
are fueled by an insatiable appelite for human souls.
Recently, the Los Angeles Unified School District said
that ii would have to build new school, every week for
the next five years 10 keep pace with the growth of the
student population. Money has not been alloca1ed to
school conslruction because ii has been allocaled to
prison construc1io11. TI1e schools are failing because the
sys1em is geared more and more 1oward penalizing
instead of rehabililating 1he erran1 siudent. The souls 1hat
are going 10 fill the new wave of school construction are
going to be lhe souls of center city school dis1ric1, that
suspend mon, than they counsel - American Afriknn
souls that are our cousins and brothers. As we approach
a 50 percen1 incarceration rate for American Afrikan

Visions for Black Folk at the Millennium
.: · By Mark Harris, Jr.
et us look m 1he 1erms 1ha1 Afrikans in
L
America apply to ourselves:
African-American: This 1erm is in a dead
heal for mos1 popular appella1ion for the
descendants of chatlel slaves in 1he Uni1ed S1a1es. h recognizes 1ha1 we are descendants of Afrikans. bu1 not qui1e Afrikan. It
recognizes a unique place held by us. in
1ha1 we were the only people forcibly
broughl over to lhis country, who were 1101
volu111ary immigran1s. S1ill, if we were
forcibly brought 10 America, then how can
we say with such surety lhat we arc Americans ? Why does "African" modify
"American" in this 1erm? Since we are
descendants of captives, hasn't lhe American modified the Afrikan? h doesn'I make
sense. We are not Americans lirst, because
we were not in America first. If ii had been
up 10 us. we wouldn'1 be in America al all.
"African-American" doesn't work. It says
that we belong where we are - subjugated. of1en serv ile, an underclass. And we
don't belong there.
Afro-American : The same as "AfricnnAmerican," only worse. By 1he light of this

term. we don'I even fully claim our African
heri1age. It becomes liule more 1han a hairstyle, one that many of us canno1 ge1 wi1hou1 some difficulty.
Black: Probably th e mos1 popular.
although ''African-American" fights it in
many circles. Certainly. it is useful. It is
definitive. seuing us apart from the rest of
1he "races." It is very descriptive, as well.
Everyone knows whal a Black person looks
like. aod 1he fairer of us can use ii rather
delian1ly 10 ally themselves with 1he darker brothers. But, it doesn't really describe
us. Black people arc black. brown, yell,)w,
grayish, red, orange. and almost all 1hc colors under 1he sun (excepl green). The word
fails 10 encompass the 101 of us. Moreover.
it paints 1he descendant of Afrikan chattel
slaves as one wilhout a history. It is'a very
powerful, conno1a1ive 1erm. bu1 it is jus1
plain innccurate. Although it is hard 10
divorce ii from the rhetorical power 1ha1 it
has acquired over the past forty years, we
should still question 1he place such a term
has for such a varied people.
Negro: Okay. people almos1 never use it

anymore (excepl for as a poli1esubs1i1u1e for
n..**r). StiU. along wi1h it~ impolite ,-ersion.
it accura1ely describes the mindstate of 1he
Afrikan in America - a people wi1hout a
history before slavery, who never exis1ed
un1il 1619. Afler all. if 1he Pennsylvania
Du1ch come from Deu1schland (Germany).
and Italian-Americans come from llaly, 1hen
Negroes (and n••••rs) mu st be from
nowhere - where are Negrol:md and
11••••r1and? The same goes for "White"
people, a wholly American construct.
The words we use inform our perception of
ourselves. As our sisters rock head wraps. are
they really aware tha1 they are manifes1ing a
slyle originated by Afrikan mothers thousands of years ago? As our brothers gather
in ciphers to rap. and the hip-hop collective
brings that 1oge1her with the elements of
brcakdancing and graffiti, do we recognize
the affinity be1ween that and Afrikan modes
of expression, which stretch 1he boundaries
of art and language as well? When Afrikans
in America talk abou1 the style and rhythm
1hat are innate for us, do we consider the facl

1hat 1hese are 1he homogenized cultural remnants of our forefathers and foremothers? Or
do we think of them as something that "Black
folk" just do?
Cenainly, most of us 1oday know. on an
intellec1ual level. 1hat many pieces of
Afrikan cul1ure as manifested by the
descendants of s1olen Afri kan peoples can
be traced back 10 1he continenl. However.
we do not believe ii on a visceral level. We
do not accept the concep11ha1 we, too, have
a glorious past to claim. Jusl as 1he Austrian or the Swede looks proudly upon 1he
accompl ishments of Newton and von
Leeuwenhoek. we can look upon 1he greatness of Sundiaia Kiia. the kings of Kongo.
the builders of Grea1 Zimbabwe, and lhe
children of Axum. Kush, or Kemet. We can
look even more closely upon these because
of1he migra1ions that occurred throughout
Afrika into 1he Chris1ian era. Our blood is
mixed in wi1h 1ha1 of the Nubians of Sudan,
the KwaZulu of Sou1h Africa, and the lgbo
of Nigeria. If one does not want 10 look a1
i11hat way. then we can consider ourselves,

wi1h our sundry e1hnic origi ns. heirs 10 the
lega~y of all the mo1herland.
A wise man once said 1ha1 a man without a history never existed. Afrikans in
America do feel 1ha1 we have a his1ory,
only we see ii as beginning in the six1een1h century when Bartolome de las
Casas sugges1ed to the Spanish that
Afrikans would be 1he perfecl slaves. We
need to incorporate knowledge of ou r
powerful ancient his1ory into our psyches. as 1ha1 will give us the grounding to
believe tha1 we can reach to the greatest
heights that are achievable. Thal we come
from kings and queens is not jusl a clichc,
it's a 1rui sm. The sooner we all come to
believe 1ha1 in our hearts and souls, the
be11er.
Mark Harris. Jr.. is a .toplromore history
major from East Chicago, Ind., and the Editorials Editor for rlre Hilltop. His 1•iews are
1101 11ecessarily rlrose of the newspaper. He
cm, be reached ar 111arklwrris80@!,01mai1.com. He hopes you leamed sa111erl,i11g
during his 1e1111/'I!.
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By BRANDI FORTE

LifcStyles Editor

I come from humble beginnings.
The words that I speak are a product of 21 years of knowledge, wisdom and my own understanding of
life. As a linle girl I used to murder
ants. But the butterfly I embraced as
its wings laid comfonably on my
wrist. I love beings who can fly
Dare to fly, or die 1rying.
For four years I was that bunerfly
who laid peacefully upon the wrist
of Howard University. I was strong,
naive. confused, and hurt, but I was
also ready - I wanted to fly.
Flying from the hands of ghetto•
fabulousness and consciousness,
God brought me through a tunnel of
darkness into a blazing light. I write
to heal open sores. I speak becau
it's therapeutic. I am sassy hecaus
that is all I know. My smiles are fo1
the storms, and I am peacefu
toward my enemies because I kno
what war is.
l know how it feels to wake ur
everyday knowing that you will
Sec EDITOR, BS
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SPORTSWeek Year in Review
By KEVIN 0. STE\\ART
Sports Editor
·
hi s has been a long year for sports al
Howard. But luckily, you have had SportsWeck to keep your spirits up. Each week we
tried to bring you into the game and spark
an interest about the athletic scene here at
HU. It has been our mission IO uplift Howard athletics in
the eye of the students, faculty, and alumni and produce
the best product to truly show that Howard is the
MECCA!
We at SportsWeck thought that we should rnke a look
back at some of the highlights and low-lights of the past
eight months in Howard athletics.
For our loyal followers. I have chosen what I thought
were the most important stories this year we covered in
SportsWeek. See if you can remember some of these
events and where you were when they happened. In most
of your case, it wa, in your dorm room eating a bag of
Doritos.

T
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fans as the game time inched closer. Sa1urday's matchup between the Howard Bison and the South Carolina
State Bulldogs proved to be quite a baule. Howard University senior wide receiver Elijah Thurmon set the
record for receiving yards in a season against Sou1h Carolina. But his shor1est reception of 1he day meant the
most, as quarterback Bobby Townsend completed the
Bison's42 point second half by throwing him a three-y:i.rd
1ouchdown pass with 39 seconds left to give Howard a
49-42 victory before 18.756 at Greene Stadium.''
-Mone'Sha Jemia Carter, Hilltop Staff Writer

tor>: the Agony ofr/re Feet." lfyo11 were at tire ga111e, r/re11
)'OIi would know what t/rar J11ea11s. For tire ot/rer Howard
sports, tire men's soccer real/l gets offro a great start. T/re
te1111is team experiences s11ccess early a11d often. HI? also
get 011rfirst taste ofa guy some ofyou see111 to love while
others seemed to /rare, Howard's Billy Je11ki11s (don) yo11
haters feel a little stupid now),
8111, ifwe co11/d s1111111p 011r September 17, 1999 iss11e
i11 three words, it wo11/d be "Me11 i11 Back." This article
/ras wo11 a11 award, b111 I do11 i know if it was for the iay011t or the article itself

All good r/ri11gs 11111st come to 011 encl, and they s11re did

"'They can't stop bot.Ii of us. We can go left, we can go
right, we can go up the middle, we can go outside. They
can't shut both of us down.' The 'they' Howard Universi1y running back David Johnson is referring to is the
opposing defenses that will try to stop Howard's 'Men in
Back' this season. Some have deemed them "'The Dynamic Duo." O1hers prefer to call them "RoUing Thunder."
But these two running backs just want to be themselves."
-Christopher Windham, HJlltop Staff Writer
October is when tire weather starts to cool dmm. but
Sporrs\Veek wasj11sr warmi11g 11p. Tire mens soccer ream
was raking it to some nationally ranked oppone111s. Tirey
broke tire home wi11i11g streak of tire 141/r ranked Jackso11ville Dolp/ri11s ', w/ric/r at tire rime was tire longest wi11i11g streak i11 the nation. This was due i11 large part ro tire
play of Bison goalie Nigel B11rgess, who we 11ame,l the
"Renaissance Man" i11 our October I, /999 iss11e.
Howard was able to wi11 back-to-back games i11foorball
against Be1/11111e-Cookma11 and Texas So111/rer11. 8111 we
started to see a diswrbing trend t/rat seems to /ra1111t all
Holl'arci reams... r/re dreadful fair weather fans. My brother ill arms against this sco11rge, Kimothy Brown, rook up
r/refig/11i11011e ofIris famous or i11famo11s 2 Mi11111e Drills
entitled "\Vhere \\llre You Sa111rday ?" Brow11 took it to
everyo11e i11cludi11g tire Cl11ck U chicken mascot. Thar boy
sure holds 1101/ri11g back.
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i11 a h11rry as tire ,1·ear wowrd down. The football ream

Agonil'S ... opps ... I mea11 A11gieJ 51-0. \V/rm'., 111> with
them clra111i11g r/rm horrible ·;\ggi(, Pride". Here:w1101her little tiring r/rey like to say: ·;\AAie bor11, Aggie bred, I
/rope when I die 171 he Aggie dead. " So1111ds like a b1111c/r
ofbaloney to me. li'a/r I was bitter. am/ I still am. At this
poillf 011r Heritage Bowl chances se,,me,i all b111 over. /11
adtlitio11. 1/,ey killeci the Sports Ticker(Go,I rest its .<011/),
Tire Holl'artl re1111is ream 111r11ed 0111 to be the be.11 tiring
going 011 tire Howard a1/rle1ic scene. Tire ll'Ome11 were
u11defeated while 1/re me11 were 3-/. Tire Lady Bison soccer ream got one ofits rare ,•ictories i11 "do11ble overtime
thriller. T/rey also accomplis/reci somer/ri11g that they
ne,•er hm·e befo"; 1hey won two games in a rou:
Tirings started to wmamwrdfor tire Biso11foo1ball team
when they faced Norfolk Swre and pulled off a 1•icrory,
This set the stage for Home,·oming /~99. The Bison
faced conference rfral S0111/r CC1roli11a State.
8111 before we C1mlcf party a11cl celebr..,te , we were all
remindet! of how .,ports iJ ,m(r ti game. G,NI may bl,:sJ·
some imli"'iduals witlr wlem to e.,·<·el at tlu·se e,·ems . bur
it may be 011/y for" J1eeting 1110111,111. \\airer Payton 11·as
e,•ery·r/ri11g that was right \\'Ith football. 8111 he wa,< more
rha11 j11sr tire greatest foo tball player, Ire was /111111011. He
died 011 Nm·ember /, /999. \Ve paid 1rib11te to him i11
011rNovember 5, /999 i.;,ue.

"Dear Walter,
As a little boy growing up in Mississippi. everyone knew

/11 the September 3, /999 edition ofSports Week we took

offall 1/re glo,·es and came 0111 swi11gi11g ll'il/r 011r first of
11umy col'ers. I <1111 1wr1ic11/arly pmrul of t/ris one. We
recefred a /or of pmi.,e 011 the la_yo111 mu/ tire v<1riety of
co111e111 tlwt wt had;,, thi.t issue.
/11 the MEAC Colle.~,, Fomba/1 Pn•,•i,·w I wmr,• for the
co,·er, I may /rm·e s/rot off my 1110111h whe11 I decicied to
state tlwt North Carolina A&Ts team was at most cl\'erage. Little did I know r/rat almo.'1 a mo11t/r a11ci half /mer
r/rose clam Aggie., would po,mci my Bi.,011 51-0 mu/ gCJ 011
to wi11 t/rc MEAC title. T/ris wo11/c/11 i be the last time that
I put myfoor i11 my 11umt/r (Spons Ticker). I 1wwe111 humble pie. I may be bitter. /mt/ .Hill 1r,m1 ro k11011, ..whill is
011 Aggie?

'The fittl1 -ranked Aggies seem 10 be an average team
with no clear ,trcngths and weaknesses. Head coach Billie Hays h,is his team in a very familiar situation: If lady
luck b on their side. they could linish second in the
MEAC ... Reliance on a strong defense and opportunistic offense could backlirc on them. if the offense can't find
solutions to the lack of depth in linemen and a shortaie
of a solid running backs. Don't look for the Aggies to lini~h any better than they did last year until the offense gets
an identity."
-Kevin D. Stewart, Sports Editor

- ··-·-!--·
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As we move a little f11rt/rer into tire 111011th, tire footbt,11
ream loses to Jack.1011 State, am/ we lose to Ha111p1CJ11 ...
AGAIN ... i11" game I like to call tire ''Tl1e Thrill of Vic-

o SPORTSWeek -~·1999-2000 MEAC Men's Basketball Preview
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"Howard's football 1eam was there. The hand was there.
Members of The Hilltop staff were prescnt.1l:xas Southern was there ... sort of. My question is, where were you?
I know it was hot and sticky outside, but this was
Howard's first official home game. Although it was (a]
non-conference opponent Texas Southern. everyone
should have been there to support the tean1 ... 11,e very
same people who did not show up a.re the first in line to
complain about \Ile team's performance. But that does not
surprise me because Howard is lilled with hypocri1es and
apathetic students ... As if Howard doesn't have enough
fashion shows, the clothes were a sight to see on Saturday ... Whal must the athletic departmenl do to attract
fans? Should they invite Lord Turiq and Peter Gun, to perform at half-lime? ... Someone dressed in a dirty Cluck
U Chicken costume with busted purple flip-Oops will not
cut it ... To top off a totally agg,ravating day, I did not get
the big piece of chicken."
-IGmothy K. Brown, Managing Editor
\Veil, as q11ick as we heated up, 1/ri11gs began ro rake a
wm for 1/re worse. I rlri11k it all started with 1/rm loss 10
Towson U11iversi1ysfootball ream after being up 27-7 at
half-time. 1bwso11 scored 35 wra11swered 11oi111s. From
t/rere tirings just we/It down hill . Before r/rar e1•em,
Howards ream played its most inspired game ,1gai11st
FAM U Dam those Rattlers. T11ey got tire best of 11s after
we took them ro rripleol'errime, b111 we s/rowecl them that
we are some 110 limit soldiers. /11 what had robe the play
oft/re year, Charles Card booted a 50-yardfield goal t/rat
hit tire cross bar and plll the Bison i11 tire lead, 1/rouglr it
was s/rort- lived. 011 October 12, 1999 we lost one ofthe
greatest players to pick up the "rock" , \Vilt C/ramberlai11. The Howard 111e11 ssoccer ream started its /01,gfall
after s11c/r a promising start. Tlw11k goodness for Midnight
Madness. El Presideme' herself Regan Carter. graceci the
cover of 011r October 15, /999 issue. At tire time we
t/roug/rr sire co11/d rim for Presitle111.

.';\OWSIIO\\'I;\(; ,\T .\ ST\Dll '~l :\E,\R \OU

barely beCII Morgan State a11d lost ro De/awC1re State i11
1/re fi11a/ game of tire season. No Heritage Bowl for
Holl'arci this year.
Basknball did11) pro••ide a11y solace. Both reams started off cold, but with a rough sc/red11/e for the me11 and
many promisi11g recruits tirings looked up for colljerence
play The women~ team had tons oftaie11t, but d11ri11g
tire first nvo momhs 1/re tew11 /rad to become just that, a
tellm. Earlier i11 Oc1ober there 11·as a11 im·esrigario11 i1110
bor/r r/re me11 sa11d womens bllsketball programs. \Ill all
t/roug/rt r/rat it wo11/d11 i yield a11ythi11g. If a11yo11e had to
ll'orry; it was tire baseball program w/ro was also 11nder
i11vesrigario11. Little did a11yo11e k11ow r/rat the ,,ew ce11wry wo11/d bring more 1/ra11 good c/reer for a.II.
A day before tire first televised game against a co11fere11ce opponent, Coach Kirk Sau/11y am/ /ris emire staff
were fired by tire U11il'ersity 011 January 7, 1999 for
alleged 11To11g-doi11g.<. T/re mens team wem 011 tire ne.n
day and n'On it.i first game m al111,1Jf a year.
Tlrar one eve111 clumged /row \\'f! at Spom\\tek wo11/d
operate. No more mister ni,:e guy for 11$. \\~ were on the

"Regan Car1er is not only a player, she is the player pres•
idcnt.111is season ''The President" wants to take the Mid•
Eastern Atnletic Conference (MEAC) championship basketball tournament by a landslide."
-Torra Mc!Gnney, Assistant Sports Editor
Moving 011! \Ve get 1/r11mped by tire Nort/r Carolina A& T

- J
the legend of Walter Payton, the great running back out
of Jackson State University (then a college) who was able
to make it to the NFL and set records that still stand today.
Yet you were more than that to us. You se1 a standard of
class on and off the field. How much joy we all felt when
you ran! You always seemed to be in some sorl of race.
never ,topping 10 breathe, but now you don't have to run
that race anymore. Si1 back and relax now, for you are at
peace ... Just know that you are and will still remain one
of those people that I admire for not only being a great
player but a great human being. We'll. miss you!"
-Kevin O. Slewart, Sports Edit.or

'

The Howard 111e11s soccer ream lost I I straight games.
The cross-co11111ry ream lost agai11. Ami if I e1•er gm•e 11p
011 tire Bison, Iii sayt/rat Howard Homecoming 1999 was
the game. I /rad packed 11p my swjfand went down to the
field waiting ro get quotes 011 /row 11·e did11 i win ho111ern111i11g t/ris year. f\oe 11everbee11 part ofa school r/rar /1as
lost homecoming. 8111 i11 tire November 12, /999 issuer/rat
mistress I call Ho\\'arci showed that she is/1111 ofs11rprises.
Also, we had a nice preview ofthe upcoming MEAC basketball season.

"Howard University students, alumni, and other Bison
fans gathered to watch the last Homecoming football
game of the century. The Stands were filled with excited

--- --------- - ----- ------ -

Imm for people responsible for rui11i11.~ a11r me11, basketball season. And it storied wit/r r/re man 11p top ... and
110, I c/011 i mean God.
\\'c, ca11g/r1 a lot offlack with the rar10011 a11d 2 Mi11ure
Drill i11 1/re Jamwry 21. /999 is.we that we did 011 r/re
situation. 8111 Ire): someom· /rad to tell tire clods 11(1 i11 tire
A-b11ildi11g w/rar they did wro11g. Anyway. I 11'tls11 I the 011/y
011e fed 11p with Howard, "Kimorhy Gers Fed Up ...
Finally!" T/ris would have to 1,e Iris best 2 Minute Drill
ever. He smck it to tire ma11 along wit/, his cluldre11. c/reerleaclers, a11d bC111d. Here it is i11 ir:r e111ireo: lfyo11 did11i
like it r/refirsr time amwrd, yo11're sure 1101 going to like
it nou: Dun, rlwt3· afimny picwre in more rlum one w,,y!
ke ke ke ke ke.
He}; Je/ri11a Malik ,.e,,lly /re/pet/ Sportsl\Pek ,tart offthe
11ew century wit/r a bang.

"When President H. Patrick Swygcrl decided to lire the
entire coaching staff of the men's basketball team, it took
most of the Howard University community by surprise.
The University conducted its own internal investigation
and found a number of violatiot1s. I know 1he NCAA was
probing, but from what I understand nothing was proven.
In a press release, Vice President for Student Affairs Raymond Archer mentionetl something about ethical conduct. Never mind ...this joke is too easy.
·Toe University expects to continue to recruit competitively within NCAA guidelines. We cannot and will
Continued on Next Page
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11011olem1e unethical conduct. and for that reason. have moved swiftly to address coocerns that
would place at risk programs t11a1 serve and promote the social and physical well-being of our
students,' said Archer.
I quoted you correctly this time ...are you happy
riow?
My main concern is the way Swygert handled
the siruation. The coaches were in tl1e process
9f taking team pictures with no knowledge of
\heir pending fate. It was one day before the
team's fm;t conference home game against North
Carolina A&T on national television for crying
9u1 loud! In other words. the timing was really
bad. Howard had to be coached by William
Coward. the kicking coach for the football team.

The saddest thing is that Coward had no assistants and very little knowledge of the players.
Basically the team coached tllCmseh-es during
the North Carolina A&T game. The team did a
good job but an actual coach that they knew
would ha"e been nice. Of course, none of this
was Coward's foult.
The season was full of promise prior to this
whole episode. The Bison had played a tough
non-conrerence schedule against schools like
North Carolina, Michigan State and Georgetown. Howard's schedule was mnked the fifth
toughest in the country. Kirk Saulny's thinking
b<1hind scheduling ,uch schools was to prepare
his team for Mid Eastern Athletic Conference
play. That plan did work initially when Howard
beat North Carolina A&T. Since tllCn, the los-

ing streak has resurnt.-d.
God forbid if Swygert decided to lire every
unethical faculty member. We would really be
failing because we would have to teach ourselves.
Let's not get on the subject of unethical behavior an,ong the administmtion. Ifwe held all those
folks accountable for their actions (lo,t linancial
aid and the infamous BANNER system flop) we
would never get anything processed.
l wonder how many basketball games Swygert
plans to attend this year? WiU he sit in those pseu•
do reserved seats? What wiU be the crowd's reac•
tion to him? rm not encoumging harassment. but
maybe everyone should let him know how we
reel about the firing of Saulny. I wonder if he
knows what a free throw is?
The biggest losers in all of this are the freshmen recruits. Nick Dodson, Jonathan Stokes and
Ron Willianison can1e to Howard expecting to
be coached by Saulny. It's a ,han1e tl1a1 their first
year playing collegiate basketball had to be
dampened by tl1is situation.
The best thing for the 1ean1 to do is play out tl1e
rest of the season and hope for a qualified coach
for next year. Unfortunate!)\ the progmm has lost
probably one of the top coaches in Howard history in terms of his vision. Of cour.;e, the team·s
record did not reflect Saulny's overall coaching
ski Us. Jfhe would ha,e been allowed to Sta)\ there
would ha,-e been a gu'IJ'Unteed improvement in
recruiting next year simply bccau,e recruits
would ha,-e looked at Howard's prc\'ious schedule with envy and say. "I want to play against
tl1ese top programs too.''
Aside from that. l'llteUyou why l'mm.'ld! F'm;t
of all. the band's behavior m basketball games
is embarrassing. Earlier in the year. the band
attacked Florida A&M's mascot ·venom· dur•
ing a foollx~I game. I know it was all in fun but
those crybaby FAMU fans thought it was seri•
ous. Then came the Homecoming game "ersus
South Carolina State and the infamous "put it in
your mouth" episode. I like the song, but thesta•
dium was filled with uptight fans. As a result, the
band should have respected that.
Now, back to basketball games. The band
repeatedly taunts opposing female basketball
players. which is not reflecti,-e of the overall
Howard student body. These other MEAC
schools al.ready dislike us. so why add fuel to the
fire?Theba11d of all groups has the ner.-e to taunt
people! Come on guys. "Mal\'eem , shells and
cheese" and ·'number 30 is a man" is
uncalled for. I did laugh though!
Cheerleaders: c.an you please come up with
something a little less corny and annoying?
How would you like it if I ended every sentence
I wro1e with 'Bison'/' Herc. let me show you how
annoying this is. Hi, my name is Kimothy
Brown ... Bison. rm a senior broadcast journal-

ism major...Bison. I'm from Louhiana ...Bison.
I'm the managing editor of The Hilltop... Bison.
I'm the olde.~t child...Bison.
See how annoying that is? If you don't do it 10
me. I won't do it to you. I'm not hating because
I love tl1e cheerleaders. That expression just
gave me a headache once.
I'm now finished ,-entingmy frustrations about
my fellow Howard student~. Th avoid this in the
future. plea..sc behave. These rule.~ do not apply
10 the bi,;ooencs. who never arrive on time anyway. But please ladies. beat the game when I get
there so I'll have SOIIICJ):ling to look at ...y.a dig?"
- Kimothy K. Brown, Managing Editor

With all the comp/ai11i11g people did in 1999
abo111 St. lo11is Ram Billy Jenkim being i11 every
week. tire man ""'"'<urdgot ltimselfa Super Bowl
ring.
17te Howarrl badmill/orr team was able to
bring !tome glory i,r Febntary with /t,first place
fin/sit i11 the Nortlteastenr Regional Bat/111/111011
Champio1,s/tips. 'Jake that FAMU!
lie were11 l 1/re only ones 11pse1 by Sa11/11y being
canned. 171e players·wa111ed to w,ice tlteir co11cen,s a,u/we gavt' themafonu111odoso. \li>p11blislted a /mer by tlte tea,11 i11 tlte Felm,ary 18.
1999 issue, wiliclt sent slzo,:kw,wes tltmughout
the Howanl co11u11u11io, 171e \\folti11g1011 Ftw
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e,•en m11 a story 011 the letru we published se,•.
em/ days later. \If, /tad all rypes ofpeople ask•
ingfor the /(lies, copy ofSports\\eekfrom tltat
mome11101t

wm Junie um~ Slwme 011 wm u/1. 17uu.~
gmtiu~lt· Ji,r you. Since wrfi•t?I .~he g<JI a .. mw
,ka/". 1/,;\ om· ,.,Jor you.

manY

"We. 1l1<: members of tllC Howard Uni\'ersity

men'sba.,ketball team~di;rnayc<l bytlie =nt
actions taken by the administmtion on our program. Under 1hc leadership of Kirk Saulny and
his assistant,. Dairy! Bruce, L:unont Fmnklin
and Erick Saulny. we were bcgmning to take
great stride:, in upgr.oding Howanl ha.,kcth.111 a,
a respectable Division I progmm. Howe,cr.
since their remov:tl. we'" student athlete, lt1ve
been placed in a precariou, situ.ition ... without
a leader. we feel alienated by the Unhersity due
to the lack of support given to us by the admin•
istmtion, Thi, lack of support con1es in the form
of selling us up for failure and holJing u, to V:lf•
ious embrumssing and l1elples, circum,t.m,es ...
As student athlete.,, we sacrifice a great de.~ of
time in an attempt to give the school the quality
product that we agreed to. by bringini; our t:11ents here. In return all we ask fi,r i, the ex,tct
same comm11nie111 With this lencr. \\c bring
to you the concern, that w~ share about the pre•
sent ,md fururc ,tate of Howard Uniwrsity n1en\
basketball. A commitment is n<.'Cdcd fmm ,Ill par•
ties in order to meet the e.~pectations of a producti,-e lxu,ketlx~I progmm \'le thank you for
your time and effurt."
- TI1c 199')--00 Men's Basketball leam

771011gh tire 111e11 s ret1111 /o;t every g,u11e after
theirfirst and Olli)' victory. thr\' .1/u111·,.,I rluu tire\'
we,m I quit/en. Fc>r tlu,t they ..Jw11/d be com·
mended. 11w 1,rnnettl tn1mfaired much bellt'r
tlum the 11u·11 mu/ bnm.l:IJI ltomt.• fl> How,ml a
MEAC reg11/ar season title. 77wy rnme tn ki<k
bllft and C'hew bubhle gtull during tire .,emo11, bw
they wen• all 0111 ofbubhle gum. S,11//_1: tire team
1111,st have fmmd .,ame bubble g11111 i11 tire plm··
ofJ's as theyfell ,hon ill the MEAC tmmu11111·nt
to all oppo11e111 that tit,') hat>' beaten 1/r,•ir nm
pm·ior,s 111<'t!ti1t~s. I wo11 Iei't'11 mention b<1,d><1ll
... well, 1will! 17,ey an' abolll 7-32 tlti.v _war. Not
11111clr to say after that. 77,e te1111is sq11ad ke111 to
it:, ll'i11i11g 1mys. 77,ev met some of t/rl'ir .~ti,
durillg spring break. 771e ,wm,e,r:, Jacrc>.~<c tecull
'""' tltree ofitsjirstfm,rgames, h111 .1/ipp,·dsome
tf11ri11g their wild, wild. 11e.11 tour. A, .,.,. neared
tire end ofour time here at Sportsll<·ek. 11 e 11'<1111·
ed tn rewarrl tlw.,e people w/ro 11,· thougltt ,ren·
tire "Best cift/re Ben". L,11/ies mr,>ke wjilld t1
lollfl .,hi11y-/re,ufedtiring 11e.1t to their/au, when
they opened the· p<1per/a,;;1 n·eek. .\'o it wtu11 >tl,at
(keep ya11111i1ul<o11t nfthe g111ra}. lt wa, rite :!rid
A111111ul Kimoth_,. 5 HenJe.t. lrrmictlily, our

l\fm1e11s Cm1ch <if(lte lear n·dpiem L,111ri1• t\1111
Ft>dmil.mk of the uvm,eu .~; lacro.ue team ju.rt

resignedfor "penmllll reasan, "llulie.,, "''" ,he
rluu bad that you all co111p/ai11ed abo111 her try-

"\\i•ncn\ Coachoftlie 'lear Laurie Ann Podmil-.:tk \\\,tch~ tile \ltlntt'li< lacn1'SC IMll play
h<L, been a tre.it tlu, ye.ir. Podmihak ha, the team
playing h:lfdcr tl1an e\'er be lore. :-lot only is ,he
a good coach. but ,he\ a great teacher Look lor
lhc:1cam 1oimpn>,~e\'l.'r'l mun:- in years to come.

The ,-..omen\ lat:n~,(! 1cam \\~L'- affectionately
known'" ''Chick, wuh Stick,."
Kimothy K. Bro1111, \lnnaj?inl? Edilor
So much tor 1t.11. It lu, t>ecn nic.: looking back
on Howard athletic, from this l""l ) c.zr. We hope
th.II \\C were able to cntert,,in while informing
}l>U.11lank, for kiting us into )<>ur Frit.L,y, CWT)'
week. Shm, }'OUT appreciation to the person tor
without their ser.·ices. Sport,Week wouldn't
ha,e reached II current ,tatu, .. ME ... ju,t kiddmg! Seriuu,lr Ll1ank the Howard student athletes. Tiiey put m ., lot of hard ,wrk to represent
YOU 1 ~laybc '"' ,houhhl,lft an "Adopt an Ath•
lctc !>a~~ or "Hug :in Athlete Day". Anywa}:
,how }\>UT th:inb In the-.c people ... tur it 1,lkes
a IOl more to be iu,t a ,tudent. "fhcsc are the real
supeNars of Sport,Weck. though Kimothy
Brown would prohabl} di,;igree!

inti: to make )Ym champion.\·? .htft ff'membrr how
mn11y wi11.r JYJU all hat/ /aJt seasnu and lww
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Howard Football Players sign with NFL Teams
By MONe'SnAJ t:MIA CAR'rf:R
Hilltop Staff Writer
ive outstanding Student- Athletes on the Howard University Foot•
ball Tham have made their life long dream of becoming a pro•
fessional football player a reality. Seniors Omar Evan's, Gary
Grant. Doug Miller, Leonard Stephen's and Elijah Thurmon arc
in the process of signing National Football League contracts.
"As you go from pop• Warner football. other youth football leagues. high
school football, and then to college football the pool gets smaller and smaller .... These outstanding student-athletes are some of the best football players in the world." explained Howard University Football Head Coach Steve
Wilson.
Of the I0.000 eligible college football plnyers about 300 actually get drafted, another 300 sign as free-agents and ench team can only take 80 players
to their official training camp.
The toddler stage for Omar Evan's wa~n·t just about putting everyihing in
his mouth and playing with toys ... he had a Jove for football too. As he continued to grow and develop he kept football clo,e to his heart. A native of
Maryland. Evan's attended Springbrook High School were he played football as their star running .----- - - - - - - -- - - -- --,
back. Post-graduation
from
Springbrook.
Evan's attended Maine
Ce ntral Preparatory
School were he again
headed for the football
field as a defensi\-e back.
After a year at Maine
Ce ntral he enrolled at
Howard University.
Sitting out a year was
tough, but after becoming an active player in
1997, Evan's took off. It
was the first game of the
season... against Jackson
State
"The first time Omar
touched the ball . he
returned a kickoff for 98
yards," exclaimed Bison
Football Defensive Back
Coach, Neal Downing.
Beginning his first two
and a half years as a
defensi,-e back it became
evident that Evan's was
Photo C01.1rte~y of Omar E,-an,
equipped for more tasks. Omar E,nn.1 show.. off his ,kill, ;U an earl, a~.
Described as a "Versatile
player," coach Wils o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - adds that he played defensive. offensive and special team positions. Leading the Bison in interceptions, Evan's was named a First Team Black College
All-American.
Often noted as one of the best defensive backs in the country. Evan's was
closely looked a1by the Chicago Bears. New Orleans Saints. Seattle Seahawks
and the Washington Redskins. When it came down to Omar's agent choosing between the Redskins and the Scahawks, there were many f:i"ctors in the
equation. One, whether or not Deon Sanders will play for 1he Redskins this
year. and two, Omar's good friend Shawn Springs plays defensive back for
Seattle. With the Seahawks ou1 on 1op Omar will sign a 1wo year contract
accompanied by a signing bonus 1he weekend of -\pri11!1 with Seattle at their
Mini Camp.
Evan plans to pursue alternative programs in order to earn his degree in the
near future for this accomplishment is of great value to him as well.

F

" I've been through a lot," said Evan's with a melancholy tone. "I'm not even
supposed to be here. God has brought me this far."
Since the age of seven Gary Grant threw. caught or ran a football. Raised
in Maryland, he attended Paint Branch High School.
"Every since he started high school. we've tried to support him." humbly
expressed Ms.Winnifred Grunt. Gary's mother. ··we went 10 his g.lmes. and
as a mother I have worried about him getting hurt."
A three year starter for the Bison football team, Grant wa, a player who C()ntinued to be counted upon heavily. A, a full back and a blocking tight end
he's regarded as one of the be,t in the MEAC. De,pite some minor injuries
he encountered 1hroughou1his college football career "he stayed on the field."
"He's durnble, tough and dependable," says and nods Coach Wi lson.
Working hard is not foreign to Grnnt. With a blocking roll Grants primary job was to make sure Elijah Thurmon made the touchdown. Last season
~ he catch IOpasses for I 36 yards. Known as "G" by his team mates. it's appropriate in company with his "good" altitude and "great" talents and accomplishments as a football player.
In the right place at the right 1ime..."He caught the scouts eye while they
were looking at 01her players." said Coach Wilson.
Grant narrowed down the teams that wanted to play for 10 San Diego and
Atlanta. TI1e Chargers prevailed. Grant expressed the foci thm he felt comfortable with San Diego because there arc less full backs going to camp. Grant
: will sign his two year C()ntract with the Chargers and receive" signing bonus
• on April 19
" I worked hard to get this far, but I didn't expect this." said Grant.
The Bison Football Coaches have been giving Grunt advice on how 10 go
about adjusting to his new position. which include" important steps. foot posi•
lions and new responsibilities." say's Grant. Even though Gralll is not grad•
uating in the Spring he's due to graduate in 1hc summer 2000.
A husband, father and student-athlete Doug Miller wears many hats. After
talcing off from college and football for two years to take care of his family
Miller returned to make his
dreams a reali1y.
Playing in the shadows of
Marques Douglas, Howard
Alumni and Baltimore
Ravens line backer. Miller
didn't let that put a basket
j
over his light. He returned
wearing #96 mid rose to the
top with 21 tackles for loses
and 9 sacks. He placed seco nd in the conference in
sacks. As a result. he was
named First Tham All-Con••
ference.
\
" I felt like this was going to
happen. I wasn't ,hocked,"
said Mi ll er confidently.
Miller will sign a two year
contract with the Atlanta
Braves a1 Mini Camp on
'April 28. after which he will
receive a signing bonus.
"Coach Wilson had a great
deal to do with me being
pi cked by Atl anta," said
..___ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _.J Miller.

Due to graduate in the spring. Miller will have his "con- r--------,--_,------,=-- -- -- -- -------,- - - ---,
1ingency plan in motion." as Defensive Coordinator.
Coach Luther Palmer eloquently put it.
Leonard Stephen's. belier known as MagllO, was named
this nickname by his teammates. because he used 10
never catch the ball. Then he wen! to the eye doctor and
found out that he needed glasses.
Known as a progressive player, Stephen's has shown
steady improvement ;is a blocker. As a four year starter,
he', a versatile player. Stephen played such positions as
1igh1 end. wide receiver and full back."
All Stephen's improvements and hard work paid off. r""!!'!~~;.;.. ~
He will sign a two year contract with the San Diego
Chargers on April 28. which will immediately be followed by a signing bonus. Stephen is due to gradvate this
Spring.
Known by his coaches as ''The Poster Boy" say's
coach Wilson, Elijah :rhurmon has contributed 10 the
Howard Legacy both athle1ically and academically.
Thurman's honors include being named CoSIOA GTE
District II Academic All-American. GTE Academic AllAmerican first team, first team AII-MEAC. Associ;tted
Press I-AA All-American team. Sports Network I-AA
All-American. The American Football Coaches Asso•
ciation Burger King All-American team. and the Sheridan Broadcas1ingNc1work Black College All-American.
Thurmon has set records in football at Howard, which
include most receiving yard in a season and most receptions in a season. In the MEAC he has 1he record of most
receiving yard in a season.
Student-Athlete is not used lightly when describing
Thurmon. This Radio. Television. Film major has a 3.2
GPA and will graduate in May 2000.
'Thurmon best represents the trend with wide receivers
in the NFL ... he\ big and h~ can go and catch 1hc football," say Coach Wilson.
Throughout this past season the wins rolled with the
losses. One of the most memorable moments from the
1999 season in Cincinnati. Ohio. against Bethune
Cookman the Bison were down by 14 with 7 minutes
left in the fourth quarter. 'lension thickened the Bison
Pho<o by J)mi Bolden
sideline. Could they pull through? Who had to ,1ep m C'!:'rh ~lc,<. Wilson and WR l·Jij•h·n,um,_on ewrrs.,jO)_nn« o ronw_ from bchirld, -:iory owr llclhu~.,.Cookman.
the plate? How would they win? Thurmon and Coach EhJah 1> • h1~hl) ,ou~hl after fn'<! .ai:cnt th" )\"Jr nner h" ttrord ,,.umg t><rformac,, m th<! ME AC th,s season.
Wilson would embrace each other after a come from - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -behind victory. Thurmon scored 1he winning touch down.
image of the untver,ity with his excellence on all levels. Seeing Thurmon
"Townsend and Thurmon brought the Bison back from the jaws of life." ,ays carrying the 1eam throughout hi~ past season showed his coaches that he was
Wilson.
applying c,erything that they taught him. through the years.
With contract offers from the New York Jets. The Wa,hmgton Red Skin,.
"Once you rarely s.1w players like Billy Jenkins (who played for the Saint
The Arizona Cardinals. The Philadelphia Eagles and The Jacksonville Loui, Ram, and ha, ju,1, igned with the Denver Bronco',). Chris Roger (who
Jaguars. Thurmon decided on the Eagle,.
play·, for the Minne,ota Vil..ings). led White (who plays for the Kansas City
"Since the Eagle, are rebuilding thcirtcam it\ a good ,itummn." say', Thur- Chiefs). and Marques Douglas (who play·s for the Baltimore Ravens).'' add
mon.
Edward llill Jr.. Sport, Information Director at Howard. "As a result of their
Thurmon later goes on to add that he's confident with Philadelphia for ,ev
succc"e' players hke Evan's, Grant. Miller. Stephen's. and Thurmon have a
eral reasons. He's comfortable with their pro-agent and head coach Andy good opportunity 10 actually play for a NFL team. Since the football pro•
Reed; plus the staff has vividly displayed how they would fit him into their gram aim, to make their athletes whole individuals the player are shining.
program. Thurmon signed with Philadelphia on Wednesda), April 18. His Along wuh athletic :1bil i1y, it takes character. intellect accompanied by the
contract is for three years and he received a signing bonus. He will head for grace of GOD to achieve success in anything you do."
mini camp the week end of April 28.
Thurmon has made a impression on the university and has enhanced the

'------ -- ------ - -- ----------- - ----~;J

Whether you·re an experienced teacher, a college senior.
or a professional with a desire to make a difference as an
urban educator. you won't want to miss this opportunity
to take a look at the rewards and challenges of teaching
in The Newark PubIic Schools
Al our job fair on Saturday, May 6, you·11 meet teachers
who are already inspiring tomorrow's leaders: talk with the
staff members who support them; and. if qualified, you may
complete an employment application and go home with a
signed contract to teach in one of the instructional-areas
where openings are anticipated for the 2000-01 school year

Bring your current resume. college transcript, New Jersey
Cert,licale of Eligibility. Certtlicate of Advanced Standing
or Standard Certificate. along with your drtver's license and
Social Security card. birth certificate or passport. and you'll
be able to interview for one of our teaching opportllnilies.
We offer an excellent salary and benefits package.
Visit our website at nps.k12.nj.us or call our Recruiting
Olfice at (973) 733-8960 for mire information

.
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Job fair tor Tftadlen
■

Bilingual
• Child Study Teams
■ Computer Science
• Early Childhood
■ Elementary Education
■ Guidance Counselors

■
■
■
■
■

Music and Arts
Physical Education
Secondary Education
(all subjects)
Special Education
World Language

Saturday, May 6 • 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Camden Middle School
321 Bergen Street • Newark, New Jersey

C11an111nu careers?
Special presentations at 9:00 a.m.,
11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.

=--.,_,,.

Photo by All-Pm PhotO!!raphy With a outstanding chance
DougMillerisom,oftht mon) llo"anl pla)crsthatore in the NFL Miller is focused
going into NFL as free agents this yeor.
and confident. Miller is a
success story in the making.

The Ne.13r1< P\Jbl,c Sd>. D strict is an EQliat Opportun ty ErnplO)l< V.e t.r"l an Attlflllill,,e Act,on Plog•am and P<CJT101t! a mu tiaJllural. OIWI~ WOO< em,,roM1e'11 \'oil oo not Oiscflminale
aga l1St any per.;on bec3llst of race. oo!or. re'ig,on. na!Joml or!Qtn. ara.-slry. aqe, Pol~ICIII att,,IJ!,on. sex. Arrml forces liabihty. pt,y,,cal h.lrd~. soc,at or econom,eS131uS and we are committed
to Su:1>00 501 ot Ifie Rchab1h131> ,n Ad ol 1973 and Ifie ;\mef,c;m 'hllll Oisab 1>!JOS Ad
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Thank You!
By KEVIN D. STEWART
Sporls Edilor

r

ou all just don·t know how depressing ii is 10
wmch ourteams lose timeafler time. ll's enough
to make you want to quit (which I have threatened and done on some occasions). But my love for good
old Howard athletics brings me back to the Hilltop each
week (lhe little paycheck they give me sure didn"t make
me come back). Now that I have reached my final week
as editor of Sports Week it is time for me to thank the people that worked with me to put this whole thing together. These people are listed in no parlicular order. If I left
you then you !-Jbviously didn't do your job!

Y

Edward Hill, Jr., Sporl$ Information Director
·It has been a fun year working with perhaps the coolest
person on Howard's campus. Ed has saved my tai l time
after time. and he always kept me in the loop on what"s
going on. More than that he has been a great reacher in
'history and ways of Howard athletics. You have helped
me 10 appreciate intricacies of Howard athletics. I'm
going to miss sitring in the press box listening to your predictions on the next play. If I didn't know beuer, I'd say
you have connections with Don. I have lO pul a little twist
on something you said. '"[Bison I born. [Bison) bred, hope
When I die bury my [Bison] dead.'' By the way. you do a
great Billy Joe impersonation.
Kimothy K. Brown, Managing Editor
Now its my turn 10 get you back for your thank you from
(last year. Remember when you said that you didn't use
many of my ideas to improve your Spor1sFriday section
last year. Well. this how lhe paper looks with those ideas
,.. and you were the one that didn't think I should be sports
editor! Seriously. thank you for the chance at running the
show, e,·en though no one knows who I am and you get
all the credit for my work. But I'm not bitter. Remember
that this all started in Drew Hall room 248. We use 10 sit
there and pick ar Howard athletics, and now we are one
)L~ biggest fans. Your2 Minute Drills was on point every
week. I"d say that is the mo;,t read part of the paper besides
the Hilhopics. Jusr don·t forget the Super Bowl tickets you
promised me when you go to work at ESPN. THANKS!
Turra McKinney, Former Assistant Spor ts Editor
You worked your butt off for me. I really appreciate everything 1ha1 you did for me this year. You were my right hand
and kept everything running smooth. I didn"1 have to

Last Stand for
the 'Sports
Guy'
y career at The Hi lltop
has finally ended. I h?ve
spent two years covermg
sporls for the Howard University
community. Unfortunately. I haven·1
had the real pleasure to cover enough
winning programs here at the
··Mecca:·
Despite the hardships of some of
our athletic programs. I really
enjoyed writing sporls for the
Howard University community. I
only spent two weeks last year as a
staff writer before I was quickly promoted to sports editor. This year, I
served as managmg editor of the B·
section
Mosl of my columns arc about

M

worry about a thing. Words can't express how easy things
were when you were here. When you left SportsWeek...well ... at first I was in denial, then depressed, then
mad, then I accepted that you were gone! Thanks for not
beating my up with your clique. You all looked pretty
thuggish at times. Good luck in your internship this summer. You come on back nmv. ya hear!
Tosha Stewart, Copy Chief
Cou.~in, I know I put you through your paces. But I'm glad
you had my back. People just don·1 know that we sometimes get articles that we couldn"t use, and you would
work your magic and makeeveryrhingall right. I'm going
to miss having mi familia around to bail me out. I held
down the layout. and you held down the text. We make a
perfect combination. I doo·1 think I would have been able
to put out as much information as I did rhis year without
you. Just remember the man --with them little baby feet...
Mark Coleman, Spor tsWeek Photogra pher
What people don't know is that 90 percent of making a
good section is having good pictures. You. my man. gave
us that edge. You were able to capture Howard athletics
like no other has before. I could always depend on you
for rhe best photos. While everyone else in the Hilltop had
10 deal with amateur photographers, I had a profession•
al on my team. Some of these pictures I wish I could have
framed with signatures! Keep up the great work and I
hope that the Hilltop realizes that you are the best photographer on campus.
Camille Haney, Assistant Spor ts Editor
Thanks for coming to work with me. Though it was a brief
time, your help was appreciated tremendously. I' m glad
you covered the swim ream and kepi their name in the
paper. Now, if I could only get you to cover other spor1s !
r m kidding. But Kimothy and I were serious about that
Ritalin thing. You shake that tail just a little to much at
the games. I glad to see that you are keeping up the SportsWeek tradition. You'll be the second person that worked
for me that has worked at ESPN. I am very proud of you.
Good luck at ESPN this summer.
William Bryant, St. Louis Rams
You brought something to SportsWeek 1ha1 was consistently good. People started 10 hate on you Billy Jenkins
stories. Bur as soon as they heard that he was going to be
in the Super Bowl, they remember that you told them first.
I hope you can continue rhis with the next editor. You gave
us a professional contact that proved to be invaluable. I
know you have a lucky streak with being with Super Bowl
teams, so if Kimothy doesn't come through with those
tickets can a brother get a hook up. Tell Billy thanks for
his support with these stories. Both of you do Howard ath-

pressing issues in sp-0r1s affecting
Howard and the Black community.
However, I will seize this opportunity to give the readers an inside look
into the world of the sports staff at the
paper.
First of all. the Spor1sWeek section
of The Hilltop receives no respect.
Thar is partially because not that
many people know a lick about sporls
at this paper"even one man. How can
a man not know anyth ing about
sport~'? Despite all the ..player ha tin'"'
we receive. our section is consrantly
among the best in each edition of the
nation·s largest Black collegiate
newspaper.
With that said, I still have love for
many people at this paper. My best
friends at The Hilltop are Kevin
Stewart, Tasha Stewart, Chris Windham, Ira Porter. Keenan Suares, Kelli
Esters and of course, Brandi Forte.
For1e is such a fool! She is the funniest female I've ever met. The reason I like Tasha Stewart is because

she is about rhe only female I know
that knows anything about professional football. That really impressed
me. I've spent numerous hours talking about rhe Nat ional Footba ll
League with Tasha.
Although I appreciate and value
sports writing. being a top editor ar
T he
Hi IIlop is
very
K IMOTHY K . BROWN
t i me
con Managing Editor
suming.
The
hours spent just to put out a quality
product every Friday really starts to
take its toll. But I love it anyway.
After I graduate from the University. I will pursue my broadcast journalism career. After all, print is not
my major. r II start off as a production assistant, eventually moving up
to an on-air spor1s personality Ihope-

B

letics a great service.
Mone'Sha J emia Carter, Hilltop Staff Wr iter
Thank you for working for me constantly this last semester. I loved this last piece on rhe football players. You have
shown great improvement in your writing. You are one
of my most dedicated writers. You were always consistent with turning in a story. Keep on writing and you·11
see that things will get bener. By rhe way. you.li!tle boy
is a hoot and holler!
lyrone McCondies, Hilltop Staff Wr iter
Man. you were another me. You had to cover sruff for both
WHBC and the Hilltop. Though I didn't get my chance
to broadcast with you during the games. I'm not mad.
Reading you work was like listening to a radio broadcast.
I found myself saying "Oooooooaaaaaalllllllll"" during
your soccerupdares. I'll miss working with you next year.
Niecy Cain, Hilltop Staff Writer/Community News
Staff Writer
ThougH you haven'1 worked with me this semester. I
haven't forgotten all the work you did for me before you
got your lucrative position at the Community Snooze...!
mean News. I know we had our arguments over sports
writing styles. but I hope I have helped you some in your
learning. I think you did your best work on the MEAC
men·s basketball preview. That night you spent writing it
showed your ded icat ion to your craft. I was very
impressed, and I think that is what put you over the top
for that position at the Community Snooze...! mean
News. There I go again. What compels me to write thb.
Good luck wirh your internship this summer.
Raymond Ward, m, Hilltop Staff Writer
Thanks for nor holding that little Assistant thing against
me. You pur down some nice work for the wrestling team.
Now. if l could have only gouen you to do other sports.
I don't know what 10 say man. I lillew you when you were
a freshman. hauling that TV from Drew to Cook and back.
I said 10 myself, "ihat boy ain"t right ... You and Lee were
just 100 crazy for words. 0011·1 ever forget the legend of
C-Murder.
Christopher Windham, Assistant Campus Editor
Chris ..:·Men in Back"'! I made you boy!
Joh n-John Williams, rv, Copy Chief
Great work with rhe NCAA basketball stories. THANKS!

G. WARD III

Hilltop Staff Writer

fully]. I just have to gain a little more
television experience beLieve it or
not. Granted. I have interned at
WHTA-FM in Atlanta and ESPN in
Bristol. Conn .. however I need a little more time practicing my television craft.
Throughout my
college career.
I have mer and
talked to some
of the most
popular sports
pcr,onalities,
including Stu•
an
Scott,
Michael
Wilbon. Chris Berman and Dan
Patrick. In addition. I have met pro•
fessional ath letes such as Chris
Car1er of the Minnesota Vikings.
Jason Sehorn of the New York Giams
and former Kansas City Chiefs Head
Coach Marty Schoncnheimcr. Needless to sa)'. I have made lo1s of contacts for the future.
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Saying that he is just a wrestler cou ld not even
begin 10 describe him. Calling him a good athlete would be an insult. Ephraim Walker. the
2000 Eastern Regional Champion and an NCAA
qualifier, is a prime example of wha t it takes to
be at the pinnacle of man·s oldest sport. A junior
COBIS major from Oakland. Calif.. Walker
knows what it take, to be the best. In his own
words, ••Jt"s 90 percent mental. Desire. focus, and
a passion for winning is what separates a good
wrestler from a great athlete."
Walker handily won the 2000 Eastern Region•
al Championships at 1he 165-pound. weight class
and was Howard's sole represen tat ive at the
NCAA National Championships in Sr. Louis.
Mo. Going to what is known as "the big show"
among followers of the sport. Walkers mind was
full of uncertainty.
"I wondered if I was physica lly and men tal ly
ready to compete with rhe rop 32 wrestlers in the
country:· he said
Not that there was anything to worry about. In
his first march. Walker faced Joe Heskett, the top
seed from Iowa State University. Walke r feels
that this was a true test of his performance. --r
actually scored the first takedown on the number one seed. He was only taken down twice in
the entire tournament: once by me and once in
the finals." he said with a sm il e ... Now I fee l confident that I can become Howard Universi ty·s
first All-American and three-time Reg ional
Champion."
Ephraim certain ly isn't the on ly person who
feels that he is up for the job. Coach of the Year
Paul Cotton had more than a few praises to give
his sole Regional Champion this year. "Ephra im
Walker did an outstanding job. He helped us salvage a program that went in the opposi te direc-

tion after Adr ian Thompson [the team captain)
got hurt.'' When asked to give a predic tion of
how Ephraim will fare in the future, Cotton
replied. "Ephraim has a bright fu ture. He has two
seasons left and he jus t got a taste of the big
time. Now that he's wrestled the number one guy.
he knows tha t if he pu ts a little more in. he' II ger
a litt le more out.''
When asked if there was anyone th:11 he thanks
for his success, Ephraim took a deep breath
before nam ing a long list. .. First I have 10 thank
God for allowing me to remain injury-free for the
entire season and giving me the strength 10 overcome all of the obstacles I have faced over the
years. I have to 1hank Coach Cotton for always
believing in me, even when I didn"t be lieve in
myse lf. Assistant Coac h Wade for pushing me to
my limits and beyond. My drilli ng partners Aron
Dorsey and Derek Butts who worked with me
until the bitter end. Finally to the who le HU
Sq uad, whom I cons ider my brothers. for maintaining and persevering through a long. bru tal
and often disappoin ting season (the team this
year consisted of six sophomores, four freshmen,
and no upperclassmen). And to Adrian Thompson. who definite ly would have bee n a Regio nal
Champ, who pushed me to wo rk my hardes t
a lways:·
Walker has a drive now th at he didn"t have
before. He works out unti l his muscles ache. he
studies until his eyes are tired and he dreams
unt il his dreams come true. If he ca n spread that
positive attitude to the entire team, then Howa rd
can make it to the National Duels, where you
have to be one of the best to take on one of the
best. Co tto n prov ides an insight. ··The National
Duels are held in places where there arc I 8.000
scream ing fans . People who didn't know you
existed now know you·re there:· In due time,
everyone's go ing to know what Ephraim Wa lker
is cooking.

Robyn Walker, Hilltop Staff Writer
Thanks for all the I -On-1's you did for me rhis year. I
know things gor scarce. bnl you came through with ten•
nis! You saved me on that one. I hope Madd Sporls works
out. But we all know 1ha1 BET doesn't pay anybody.
Valerie Thomas, Hilltop Staff Writer
I know sports wasn't your thing and all but you did a good
job with rhe men's soccer team.
Aprill Turner, Editor in Chief
Thanks for allowing me rhe freedom to take SportsWeek
to the next level. Though I think Charles may of had something 10 do with 1ha1. Maybe I should be thanking him?
Anyway. 1hanh for making my life a living ...GOTCHA!
Robert Ford, Hilltop Staff Writer
Where were you?
Amber Hopkins-Jenkins, Hilltop Staff Writer
Last but not least. Thank you for your ser, ,cc 10 Sports•
Week. lerra and you were able to give me C0\'erage of
things when I was slipping ar them. I saved yon for last
because you added something 10 SportsWeek which
becanie one of our more popular features. Most people
thought that it was the Sports Week staff that chose the
Bisoneue of the Weck. but hold on people ... it was the
Bisonettes that chose them. I forgot 10 give one award out
last week. Since you were the one that kept the info flowing, and kept the Bi~onelles in the paper. Your service has
awarded you the .... BISONETTE O F THE
YEAR! Toke a bow!
I hope that rhc guys thnt take over for me will improve
upon the coverage of Howard Athletics. There were
many things that I wished thnt I could do more of or different. Brandon Bickerstaff. you have your work cut outfor you next year. and I wish you the best of luck. Thank
you Coach 'lyler for always being willing 10 talk 10 us at
the Hilltop. Bring home another championship!
Howard ... please win some games. I need to have something 10 brag about. Hutch. Townsend. Ayo ... all the way·
to the playoffs? To everybody at Howard. rm out and it
has been my pleasure.

Elena Burgeon, Hilltop Staff Writer
You have great potential as a sports writer, and at such an
early age. Just don't concentrate too much on the baseball. They don't win enough games for you to stress them

But enough about me for right now.
Let's talk about my spom friends
here at Howard. Ed Hill. rhe sports
information director. is the most
interesting person rve met from the
athletic department. I admire the way
he"s able 10 spit out sports knowledge
about Bi!,()n teams without a full staff
to suppor1 him. Besides 1ha1. he"s
always there 10 supply career advice.
Then there·s Associate Athletic
Director Deborah Johnson She is
usually helpful when ii comes 10
How:ird spom. Well. actual/) she
always has commenrs about my "2
Minute Drill·· columns. But she is a
good per,on. I had her for a sports
marketing course.
The only regrets I have is that I
won·t be here next year 10 see the
football team win the Mid Eastern
Athletic Conference (MEAC) title
with Bobby Townsend. Jermaine
Hutchinson. David Johnson. Brian
McDonald and Vontrae Long leading
the way. among others. I will also

EPHRAIMWALKER,
SUPERSTAR
RAYMOND

like that. Try some of the other sports. You have to go to
ESPN too! You and J(jmothy have 1ha1 New Orleans connection, and that is cool. But yuu all know Gulfport is running things.

0
'

miss watching the soap opera called
the men·, basketball program. Can
the women's basketball team make
the NCAA Tournament next year? I
hope so.
Last but not least. I will certainly
miss some of the younger journalism
students in the School of Communications. Some of these ,1uden1, wrote
for The Hilltop last year and this
year. Jonelle Whitlock. Jennifer
Dyson Rhen Butler. Brandon Bickersraff. Robert Ford. Lauren Anderson. and so on are a le": t\cutally.
Rhen Butler will be doing this column next year while Brandon Bickerstaff will sr1 ve as sports editor.
In shorl. I would like to th ank
everyone who contributed to the success of SportsWeek and The Hilltop
as a whole. Hopefully. when I return
next year as an alumnus for Homecoming, J"ll see a paper and School
of Communication, I an be proud
of.
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scoreboard may not reflect ii,
we won a personal victory in
how we came together and
played our hardest, just like in
the FAMU game this year."
After commencement, Evans
and Ma;,imini have aspirations
of playing professiona l football. They both have several
opportunities waiting. Evans,
who will earn a degree in
human development and edu•
cation. would like 10 teach at
his old high schoo1 and coach
i1s football team. Masimini. an
administration of justice
major, would also like to
get into coaching. They
wanted people 10
understand that
football is a nine 10
five job as well.
"Ju,1 like SIU•
dents who arc try-1
ing to become doc•t
tors or lawyers, we
are pulling in work 10I
achieve our dreams as
well," said Evans. "We are
not 1wo big bullies or tw
dumb jocks. We are just lik
everyone else. However, it's
one shot deal. we might mak
ii and we mighl not. We're just
ou1 here trying 10 get a job.
We're good people like every•
one else. Just get to know us
to the game. including the and you will see."
SBN/Shcraton Broadcas1ing
Ne1work Black College All- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
American, Firs1 Team PreSeawn All-American. First
Team Black College AllAmcrican, First Team All
MEAC. and MEAC Offensive Lineman of the Year.
Both of 1hem appreciate all
the accolade;. they have
received, but Evans and
Masimini agree 1ha1 the real
award is when the coach
from 1he opposing team
complimen1' 1hem on their
game or if a younger mem·
ber of the team asks for help
in perfecting a technique.
"That's what it's all
about," Evans commented.
"Just like those times when
we los1 games. Although the i....~.L-------~..i;;....11

uating in I995. He then went
with one another. Both are of trouble," admits Evans. "But on 10 Ea;,t Carolina State Un ifrom the area. Evans is from Coach (Steve] Wilson. who versity in Greenville. N.C. He
Silver Spring, Md .. and Masi- was a godfather to one of my remained there for two years,
mini is a native Washingtonian. old 1eammates, told me 1ha1 if but uhimately was not happy
"I didn't officially meet thin gs didn't work out. he wi1h the sociul or a1hle1ic enviMpumi until the Pigskin Clas- would be there. When he found
sics Banquet in I995." sa id ou t 1ha1 I was in 1rouble. he ronment.
started working with me," he
"That's why I transferred 10
Evans. "We exchanged words
said.
"I mean. I owe 1ha1 m:in
Howard."
he said.
and everything, but we didn'1
the
world
because
he
has
been
Toge1her.
Evans and Masimi•
keep in con1act."
a
role
model,
like
a
fa1her
figni
have
received
many awards
"Later on down the line. a
:"""Jil!J'.'!"--:,:~~~:o~r
..
t~h=e:i.r
unique
skills
friend of mine naa~m:e:d; ...----'::rl
?/
and commil•
Randy Mills

Football is arguably the ulti•
mate team sport. If one part of
a team's anack breaks down.
the entire team suffers. As
leaders of the Bison football
team. defensive back Omar
Evans and offensive lineman
Mpumi Masimin i understand
their importance to each other
both on and off the field.
"Most people join sororities k e p I
· or fraternities 10 create the
bonds th at we have formed
throughout the season. But
we get a feeling of 1oge1herness and friendship on
• the team for free. ll's
: nil right here." said
• offensive lineman
• Mpumi Masimini.
•• "No mailer what
• happens. Elijah Thur• mon, Omar and I are
•• go ing to be tight
By D REW ANDERSON
• because of our close
Hilltop Staff Writer
: bonds. I mean, I can't say
• that I am tight with all 80
Damn, Love. So i1's come to this. l remember
• members of the team, bu1 1hey
seeing this crass-a%sed loud-talking California
: all get a certain amount of love
girl for the first time four years ago. Do you
• and respect from me," sa id
remember her? We were outside the Quad waiting • Masimini.
on the Meridian shuttle. I barely remember the
:
Although the 1wo did not
name of the piece of a•$ thal I was pursuing at the • become close until they
time. We were babies. We didn't know #hit. We • reached the hallways of the
didn't even know that we didn't know %hit.
: Mecca. Evans and Masi mini 1elling me 1hue·s 1his guy ure in my life. He brought me
Now look at you. All grown up and· ready for the • were somewhat acquainted named Omar that's bad. You in off 1he ,treets and gave me
just have 10 meet him but at a chance. He helped me
world. Is the world ready for you?
•
•
Writers live thankless existences. We jump ou1
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . the time I didn't make the become a man and a bcner ball
conneclion," Masimini player. It wa, just my mother
of slumber s1ar1led. possessed by the rhymes
•
and 1wo sisters in the house
added.
inside us demanding 10 be made solid through pen •
Linle did 1hey know. 1heir and I needed discipline. and
and papyrus. All the while we wonder why they
:
paths would cross again al he taught me 1ha1."
wan1 to be made physical at all. because we envied •
··one thing abou1 Conch Wil•
Howard University.
them when they were formless. Stupid rhymes.
:
,on
is 1ha1 you may not always
·'When I go1 here. me and
They don't know $hi1. They don·1 even know 1ha1 •
understand
why he doe, some•
Omar just got like really
they don't know $hit. Ye1 every now and then.
•
•
thing. Bui in hindsight, ii i;,
tight,
I
mean
that
wa$
my
they touch somebody.
•
road dog. We used 10 call clear that he i;, always looking
We stagger 10 1he Hilltop office with crusty eyes •
ourselves
the stars," Masi- out for your best interests,"
and pasty lips, thoughts pounding at the limits of :
said Masimini. "When I first
mini said.
our tortured mentals. insi;,ting to be released on a •
Evans graduated from got here. I used 10 question his
world that will only disrespect them. misunder·
•
Springbrook High School decisions. But now I see 1ha1 he
stand them, misquote them. take them all out of
:
1'.::...,.ri
in 1995. Since he was not is very wise and has a l01 of
context, or best yet, not read them a1 all. And
•
qualified to play NCAA knowledge about 1he game of
1ba1's when the computer freezes up. (I've heard
•
•
foo1ball, he anended prep football ."
of writer's block, but "typist's block"?)
•
Before coming 10 Howard.
school
for about a year.
I remember when I won my first talent show
•
Masimini
a11ended Wilson
"While
I
was
in
prep
with my poem "Ni@@as Ajn't $hi1." A couple of :
Senior
High
School. also grad•
school, I go1 into a Ii Ille bit
days later rran into you in McDonald's parking
•
lot. "I heard you won the talent show. You know •
if I was there you wouldn't have won, don't you?" :
I was like, 'The NERVE of this bi&@h ! Who the •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '• • • • •
hell does she think she IS?"
•
Bui it wasn't until we made Campus Pals 1oge1h- ••
er that I truly go110 know you. Remember those •
long. tension-filled meetings? Or the lime you
:
cursed a ni@@a out and threw french fries at
•
him? Everyone 1hough1 you were bugging. They •
may have been right. Bui I looked deeper and saw :
you as a misunderstood. sensitive soul, a l01 like
•
me. Besides, maybe that fool deserved a french fry •
to the face.
·
:
Now look at us. Haven't we been through it all? •
Sugar-tongued harlots mis1aken as goddesses.
:
fans will not be disappointed
Would-be players demoted 10 "sponsors:· Male
•
with this CO. Those who have
By NSENCA A KNICHT
and female chickenheads (you want a breast or a
•
never bought a Common CD
Hilltop Staff Writer
wing?). Haters. nay-sayers, and rumor-makers.
:
will
want 10 buy his first CD.
Fools thinking the world would end with 1he
•
Can
I Borrow A Dollar . ResCommon
Artist:
change of a calendar page, "finding God" at the
•
11rrec1io11
(his classic must
•
for
Like
\Vater
Album Title:
last minute. Kangaroo couns putting trumped-up •
have
second).
and One Day
Chocolate
charges on ''40 Water:· Deadlines upon deadlines. •
it'll
All
Make
Sense.
MCA
Records
Record
Label:
We've seen each other at our strongest and weak- :
His fourth CD comes back
A+
Grade:
est. Wt::ve shared our rhymes. our dreams, our
•
with
another unsolved "Hardy
fears, and our tears. And cynical fools probably
•
Boy
mystery". This 1ime
"How many souls /rip hop /ras affectstill think we're having sex. Lei 'em.
:
grandma
has been robbed in
ed/ How many dead folks this art res•
I wri1e this piece with moist eyes, not expecting •
"Payback
Is a Grandmother."
11rrecredl How many notions this cul•
anyone 10 understand any of 1his but you. I could •
Even
Pops
comes back for a
•
wre
connected.I
\Vho
am
I
ro
j11dge
never fully thank you for being there through the
•
third
lime
in
"Pops
Rap Part 3: '
011es
perspective"
.•
"The
Sixth
Sense"
toughest 1ime of my life. Thank you for under•
•
All
My
chi
ldren".
This time
Common
Sense
comes
back
with
his
standing me, a feat seldom attempted and even
:
pops
says
he
didn't
have 10
fourth CD. Like \Vater For Chocolate,
more rarely pulled off by mere mortals. I don't
•
break
into
1he
studio.
Pops is
with the same mind and soul-stimu•
pretend 10 know what tomorrow will bring. bu1
•
more
poetic
in
his
rap
this
lating. clever rhymes that those who
even when our respective blips seem 10 creep off :
time
around.
Pops
has
always
have been following his music career
each other's mdar screens. remember my words
•
had something good 10 say. but
are used 10.
from "You Know."
•
•
this time you won't have the
Maybe
his
si
ncerity
is
the
reason
"You're the only Cancer from which I wouldn't
•
desire
10 skip over the last
why
Common
has
never
went
gold
.
wanl 10 go into remission.
•
track.
Pops
makes clever stateAccording
to
the
November
·99
So if ever you wish 10 share ism or just need
:
ments
s
uch
.as. "Are you
Source Magazine, One Day It'll All
someone to listen
•
111a11ki11dl
or
kind
ofa man?".
Make Sense so ld an estimated
Then whatever I'm doing will jus1 have to stop •
But
there's
definitely
some200,000 CDs. But Common has a job
Because you know I'll mash for you 'til the cas- :
thing
different
on
1hc
1rncks
to do. "Hold your horses and carkc1 drops."
•
produced
by
The
ROOIS.
riages/ never went gold 11• ggol rock
I love you, Piscerian.
•
careless.I You 1101 goin' respect Ahmir Thompson. The Roots
• shows
self
ar
least respect the heritage/ definitely put an added rhyth"Sorry. Love. All the stitches i11 rhe world cant
• Effecting lives is where tire wealth an,/ mic feeling 10 the CD that is
sew me together agai11. Lay dow11, lay dow11.
•
merit is.I I realize what I portray characteristic of their original
Gonna stretch me our i11 rhe H. U Hospital emer•• the
day 10 day I go11a carry this/ in bears hip-hop band sound. The beats
gency room. Always k11ew /!I make a stop rlrere.
Cee-Lo of the rap group Goodie 1hen questions himself nnd causes the
•
rhymes and life is where the marriage on the tracks produced by Ahmir Mob sings on "A Song For Assata," listener to question his/ herself, "1
But a lot later tha11 a whole ga11g ofpeople
• is. ". "Nag champa"
Thompson and featuring 01her Roots
thought. Last of the Pisceria11s. \¼111. maybe 1101 •
wonder what would lra1>pe11 if that
members Black Thought and Rahzel 1he last song on Like \Varer for Cltoco•
Af1er
listening
to
Like
Water
for
rhe last. Hope you 11se that degree to get 0111. No
Common relays the story of would've been me?/ All ofrhi., so 1/rat
• Chocolate, someone who may have make the CD more funky and old- lare.
room at H. U for big heans like yo11rs. Sorry.
•
Assam
Shakur. from the experience we could be free."
never heard a Common CD before school sounding.
boby. I tried the best I co11ld. Ho11est. Ca11 t come •
1ha1 led 10 her arrest, her horrific
Mos
Def
appears
on
a
comical
nnd
All in all. Common', fourth CD, Likf
may become a devou1 Common fan.
with me on this trip, tho11glr. Gerri11' the shakes
:
clever song titled "The Questions·· in experience in prison, her court case \Varer For Clrocolare . is hip-ho
Yet,
Common
won't
change
his
style
110111 Last coll for drinks. Bar~ closi11' dow11.
•• to win over new fans, "/ refuse to which he asks the question "Wiry 1/rey and her final escape from prison to excellence that touches the senses o
Sun~ our. Where we goin 'for breakfast? Don r
Common relays 1his heart• lose self in trying to win fans over."- .my never say never when they know Cuba.
wamw go Jar. Rough 11igh1. Tired. bab)t Tired"
wrenching
s1ory in a way 1ha1 may the li stener in a completely uncom
•
rhat ain 'r rig/rt ? I Cause /0 say never
adapted from epilogue of "Carlito's Way"
• Nag Champa
mon way.
• All those who currently are Common say never you done sai<I never twice.,. make listeners cry (I did). Common

'Piscerian: Sweeter
Than Brandi.. '

:ROUND THREE: COMMON
COMES WITH MORE SENSE
Biogr

I

•
•

•
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BLRCK FRCES HRUE 6RRCED THE
RUNWRYS SINCE THE BEGINNING
baby pinks, and turquoise is the image.
Image is everything ladies, therefore the
package must be tight. Even Lil Kim
demonstrates her advancement from No
class to H-Class. Jean mini skirts are in,
so are collard shirts, knits, snake skin,
polka dots and stripes.
I know you don't want to wear flower
dresses for Easter, but hey the flower
child is back. Lily's are a favorite, and so
are daisy's.
Stay away from brown lipstick, black
eyeliner, dark lip liners and shimmers. A
spec of gloss, or a matte lipstick from
Mac or Sephora will work.
For conservative chicks try Carolina
Herrera or Marc Jacobs. For sassy divas
Louis V., Celine, and Gucci fits are it.
Looking for classic looks, Donna Karan
and Guess will suit your appetite. And
last but least, if you are a hot girl, get a
sewing kit, check into a Fashion Institute, and make the world follow your eye.

Brothas must keep locks and braids creative, but crisp.
Men, Louis V. is what women want to
see you dipped in. For the sensual thugs,
Gucci and Kenneth Cole will bless you.
If you want to stay street, but business
· minded, believe it or not, Enyce, Phat
Farm, and Sean John are holding it
down. And if you are a self-proclaimed
Hot Boy destined for success, invest in

your own image, and create your own
essence.
MAJOR DON'T FOR MEN AND
WOMEN: DO NOT WEAR Black!!!

THE LATEST NEWS IN
THE WORLD OF ARTS
AND ENTERTAINMENT
LaFace Records, the label owned by
singer/songwriter Babyface and producer
L.A. Reid, reportedly will fold according to
officials. The label is responsible for bringing artists such as Atlanta-based groups
Goodie Mob and Outkast to the music scene
as well as the infamous trio TLC. All 'artists
will now be a part of the parent company,
Arista Records. L.A. Reid has no problem
with this move since he is the new president
of Arista.

l

i
l
)
l
•I

j

During the Boston tour date of the Ruff
Ryders/Cash Money tour, there was a huge
backstage brawl. The fight was between the
Ruff Ryder camp and the Boston rap group
Made Men (formerly Almighty RSO). Both
camps are hushed about specific details, but
allegedly one of the Made Men was stabbed.

STYLE MEN 101

J

Since releasing his fourth album, Like '(
Water for Chocolate, rapper Common has ;
launched a charity organization called Common Ground Foundation (CGF) . The organization will raise funds for disadvantaged
and underprivileged children through con- 1

For men, Black designers from Sean
"Puffy" Combs Sean John gives the male
steeze more flavor, and attitude. The ulti-

cert performances.
More than 100 members of Chicago's hiphop community have joined many city leaders to launch a boycott against Chicago's
premier music venue, The House of Blues.
Reportedly, they gathered in front of the
House of Blues to list their demands, with
the lead problem being difficulty for local
acts to be showcased. They appear serious
about their boycott and are ready to confront
actor Dan Akroyd, founder of The House of
Blues, if needed.

•
By BRANDI FORTE
Lifestyles Editor

.,

'

"Black is beautiful!" echoes the fashion world. Is it me or is Paris late? Long
before Cleopatra, Black people have
defined beauty from their broad noses, to
their kinky hair. The eyes of a Black
women has slayed men since the existence of Eve. Truthfully fashion is not
just a statement, it is a culture. From hair,
to make-up, one's image screams, "hey!
Th,! is who I am."
1'11l:s Spring 2000 season, greets the
runways with long colorful tresses for
women. From old school feather cuts, to
crunchy crimps, to the world of curls,
even white girls have caught on. Hair,
Hair or no hair is the theme. If your hair
wqn't grow, then either sow it or transcind it into a sexy tapered short Caesar.
Let me stop playing, check the p1eview.

,

,

MAJOR DO: ROCK RHINESTONES, AND POLKA DOTS.

,

FASHION TIP: STAY AWAY FROM
FASHION
MAGAZINES
AND
DEVELOP YOUR OWN IMAGE
mate jean machine look is bleached,
cuffed, faded, slightly baggy, and friendly. The color palettes for men this season
are daring. From pastel yellows to powder blues, sheik is everything. For shirts,
men must stick to solid color schemes
that compliment the face. If you have
gray undertones wear baby gray's. Men
with Red or orange undertones can rock
lime greens, royal blues, cremes, and
white.
Brothas must keep diversity in the
midst when it comes to hair. Old school
even Stevens, clean bald shaven manes,
and artistic locks cut it for the honeys.

SPRING PREVIEW 2000
STYLE CHICS 101
The style trend for this fashion phase
is original. With a hint of the 80s careless vibe, vibrant reds, oranges, lavender,

SPRING MADNESS: WILE OUT!!
DON'T LOOK BACK
In Vogue's December 1999 issue, one
editor noted that if white designer's do
not realize that Black models are in than
they might as well pack their dreams up
in a plastic bag. But let me reiterate that
honey Black has always been in. And if
I am the universe, than what does that
make you?

'

,
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•
•• D.C. Has One Too Many
••
•• Emcees
••
•• By BRANDON A, MILLER
••
Black Indian
•• Artist:
Album: Get Em Psyched
• Label: Maximum Capacity Records/MCA
••
• Grade: D
••
Since my days as a young tot, my aunt has always urged me to rec••
ognize someone's effort before bringing them down. So, I' II begin by
•• saying that Black Indian tried. He tried hard. Being an emcee in D.C.
• isn't easy. There are musical influences in the capital from all over
•• the globe. The idea of competing with Chuck Brown, Myesha and The
Hiphuggers and Rare Essence isn't a microphone fiend's dream. How• ever,
Black Indian weathered the storm and released his debut album,
••
for better or worse, Get 'Em Psyched .
••
inite throwback to the early ' 90s, he brings
Mr. Indian is a prime example of my theory that there are extremeus back to the days when slow jams and
By JAMYE E. SPILLER
•• ly too many emcees with mediocre talent trying to be successful in
true
R&B
was
again
on
the
rise.
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
the rap game. Black Indian proves to be a master of minimalism as
•
In "She Believes in Me," Rome provides
• Get 'Em Psyched is a showcase of rehashed content and uninspired
•• rhyn1es. His high-pitched voice is an octave away from sounding like
his audience with a heartfelt, soulful
Soulful old school, reminiscent of the
remake of country western singer's Kenny
the Madd Rapper and gets dreadfully annoying. With lines like, Toe
legendary Marvin Gaye, singer Rome is
•
Rogers original song,"lt's Going Down
• to toe/face to face/ N*gga doin' game/ But I'll spray you like mace."
once again back on the music scene. One
•
Tonight."
Rome
takes
us
all
on
the
voyage
On the track "Fight Song," it sounds like Mr. Indian studied at the Dr.
of the artists of the early nineties, Rome
•
as he sets out to satisfy and please his
•• Seuss School of Rhyme. The hook for the song "3 Strikes," in which
first mesmerized audiences with his chart
woman. "Can You Hear Them" is a tribhe rhymes about none other than the three-strike felony rule, could've
toRping, "I Belong To You," which sold
•
ute to all of the present and past leaders
been written by my four-year-old cousin: "One one/ two two I Three
500,000 copies in IO weeks.
•
who have fought tirelessly to make the
•• strikes you 're out."
The balladeer has now came back with
world a better place.
an album of appreciation and thanks to his
The majority of his rhymes speak of drugs, money and haters, but
••
Rome's comeback to the R&B scene
fans, appropriately titled Rome 2000:
there is nothing on this album that hasn't been heard ·before. Biz
•
should be much appreciated by die-hard
Thbnk lbu. The first single, "Say Yes," 1s
Markie even lends his usual off-the-wall antics over a wannabe jiggy
•
slow jam fans. A salute to his fans world•• track produced by the Biz himself, "Makin' Cash Money."
a passionate plea from a man to ~ woman.
wide, Rome gets a big thank you for his
His plea is for her to say yes to his request
All in all, the record industry could've done without Black Indian's
•
latest album.
of being with her. Classic Rome and a def•• shameful attempt for recognition in the rap game .

ome

•

.

. .

.

,

,

•

,'
Actress Halle Berry pleaded not guilty
through her lawyer to a charge of leaving the
scene of an accident in which she and the ·
driver of the other car were injured. It is ,
against the law in California to leave the
scene of an accident involving injury before
the police arrive. The charge is a misdemeanor and Berry was not required to be in I
Beverly Hills Municipal Court for the ;o
arraignment. No trial date has been set.
•I

·~

The hip-hop fashion show concert, t
"Roode Coutnre" was off the hook. Flesh, ,
and all shapes and sizes represented on
Howard's Cramton Auditorium runway. On "
the flip side, the gala could have done with- 1
out the hip-hop acts. For a minute the show ,
resembled a conference and not an exhibit of ,
artistry. It was more controversial and thor- ..
ough than the mediocre Spring Black Arts ·q
Festival Fashion Show "Controversy."
Compiled by BRANDON A. MILLER
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. · • •· .It is in•t. ~bldest:.ofmoments
•
That shiver.s a~ pot queD~d by blankets I
Or weadness. soothed with rest
:, . ' ·
Itis t~
~
. e want mr YOU
:
that is not s a ~ through. poetic phrases,
:
The sot'tness if concave crevices
:·
In rose petals,
•,
·or brisk waJb through perfume sections 1
In: department stores.
It is. the loss of you
That is not ~ed by eqipty tear ducts,
Consoling hug'
s
Or wet kiSJles from bottles of 90 proof.
It is the ~ed to see you again
I
• That has me standing J"8t inches away
From six stories that seem all too real
•
•
Tome••
Nonfiction, even .
·•
•
This. is the denouement,
•
• ~ And I only have but one more step to take,
•
Before you and I are together again ...
:

Dea:tb
You
fall
itltx>
it
biindfolded
,. .
. . .. .. ..._.
. .
.
. ..
Do yqu kl:1lOW wha,!:: .death is?
It's when tl;l$t laat tear dropped
It's that feeling that eng!llfs your soul with
t..::>rment
I Only to :release the moat e~cruciating joy
you have ever
'

. ·. '

h

knowi:1
.· . _. ..
..

I

!
,,I

.•

One
Beware of dying
But emb:r::ace death
Because we all die sometime

Jt ·•

By Olu Burrell

•

••
•
•
•
•

••

..
•
•.
•

, Phenaan

For Common's Ghetto Heaven

.

'

To
die
. ,...
.., ......
Is to feel peace and conf1.1:Sion simultaneously
The reaf w:orid be~ins to disappear
While your desperate fantasy
unraVeJs
You can/ t isiee nor think
And you only have faith in your beliefs
Death is when you lQse yourself and become
. ,, 1

-;

'

•

••

We search for ghetto Heaven
Black men shoot craps for seven
For our sobriety

·•

· we &ink ghetto juice

••
•.

··•••

.•

Fat our own notoriety
••-What. happened to society
..~•
Black ~:t::fill.S: look for their father
•
in
all
these
sick
ni%*as
·'
not kriowing that 6 figures degrade the temple
inside their figure
:;.;~
I simmer through the sun
I want mo' out of life
So much strife
Sacrificing my wisdom
'
becomes tr1fe
••
1 rather give adam his rib
and build as a goddess with
God
So I can live
,
1. embl'ace the water
:J;iapt:•i2e m}r idnd, body, and spirit
~ menstrual cycle is like a testimony
even my eyes
can consecrate
i~:·
"'1..1ack
-~:. ·;-_.. .. _. man
. . ';
'
1ts
matrimony
'

'

'

'(· ..

Howard's Cancer
'

Iceberg slims·and lil' Kims. Nubuck Suede Tims
and jealous grins. Kith and Kin become enemies and foes .
Kings and Queens now thugs and hoes. Brand
name clothes, midnight sexual escapades. Fuk
getting crabs, folks he.ar dealing with AIDS .
Cornrows l!l:tl.d braids, Afro's and twist. "
Jesus pie.cies hang from the neck, tennis
bracelets from the wrist. In this material
world we exist and struggle to survive. Friday
nights at the ooft, Sunday nights at DC live.
Switch blades and pooket knives, stun guns
and mase. Fights and arguments are frequent
in this place., 'l>oiitical debates, empty promises by administrat.iQn. Over priced Punchout
food, and .__ l.ow
qt:1al:l.tr:y
classroom educat ,;,on.
-.,,-:-,, ·•;- ·
... ·:-: .'.'
Located
in the
<:iap:l.ta;t
of the nation,
oun&d
.
. ' . . . ..
..
.
.
.. .
__

__

I

_

~ :1@67.

Made f amoU,1!'. ,by ~ames 11.ke Locke and Mar shal;!. ,
looking d~w ·f,:t'om iheav-en. Things are m.u~ ·
different oow, ~i:if::Ee:it:ent fx:-0111 the way it usea
t;,;i be .
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SELMO & FRIENDS
In. c::<:> n.j~ric::t:i<>ri wit:h

..

HOWARD UNIVERSITY'S STUDENT ASSOCIATION 99'-00
C:C>R.I:>I.A.LL -Y- I:N'"""VITE -Y-C>lJ TC>
T._. E E::><::C L l J SI""V E

4-TI I ...?\.. ...... ...._. L.1.7'.L
Ci-R...A..r>LI.A..'I "IC>~
~E:T ,E:BR..I"I"-Y
<=;:EI ,E:BR...A.."I"IC>~

s ~ · 1·LJ~ •

>~ --Y---,

~~ --Y---

1

1 3tn.··

AT THE LUXURIOUS

I-<::> :E WS I-• :E:N'"F.A.:N'""T PI-.A.Z...A.
IIC>"T:EIlOpm-until
( Ci R....A..:r--.1 C> B ..A.LL 8c. S C>L..A..R..I-U-1',,1)

The First Indoor & Outdoor Graduation Celebration
DJ TRI NI & DJ 6TH SEN SE
DRESS TO IMPRESS* NO JEANS OR
. SNF.AKERS

•-----------------------------~c-------------LIMITED DISCOUNT ROOMS AVAILABLE @$99
C::a.J.I 1

8 0 0 63.5-.506..S a s k :fe>r I-I"l.J R.<:>e>m 131<:>c::lc

Tickets available soon @ Up Against The VVall
on Georgia ave - by Howard U.
School of Law
Undergraduate Schools
College of Medicine
College of Dentistry
School of Social Work
College of Pharmacy
Graduate S c hool of Arts & Sciences
If you missed 97' & 98' at the HY A'J·t· REGENCY
or 99' at the Co nvention Cente r don't miss the
FIRST GRADUATION CELEBRATIO N of the MILLENNIUM!!!

'
•

•

<

•

For more info call (202) 258-2767 or E-mail selmo66@yahoo.com

Please call only 9pm- l 2mid on weekdays &

1 2pm-l 2rnid weekends!

;,

11',rqs

to r).o before the tyl{)V'e=

·
-' .
+or
D().Mpsier
(fa,v,rq
, , bo;:,<es

t\a.ve Sa.fva.t,ori /vfV'lJ p,e-k 1.Af
the,r f(,(Y'rit(,(Y'e
Se(/ rooMN'ilte'c

vOOR5 /

ptLtj

off pa.rkirq t,e,kets

"God hath spoken once; twice have I heard this; that poi.·er
belongeth unto God."
Psalms 62:1/

Howard University Community Choir
Thomas K. Pierre, Jr., Director
Presents a

Spring Gospel Concert
Celebrating / I Yean ofUplifting t/rt Name ofJesus Cflrist Tllragl, ~"I

v11ra.11Sfer- !/4t,/t,es, f WJre, a.,YI(
e-a.b/e

With Special Guest

Ron Winans
Sunday, April 30, 2000
6:00 PM
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Howard University-Main Campus
Washington, D.C.

MakeTheMove.com makes transferring
your utilities the easiest part of the move.

Admission Is Free
Jesus Paid It All!

Trying to finish up your finals and move? Transferring your services is the last thing you want
to think about. So let us. Just log on to MakeTheMove.com, enter
your old and new addresses, and select the services you want
to transfer, cancel or set up - phone, gas, electric, cable
and more. It's totally FREE and gets you off hold - giving
you more time to focus on really important things,
like getting your security deposit back.
We'll hookyou up.

thWake
-tTlove.com

'
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Wrappin' Heads by Fatima

The /Jltop Journal

Haircolor EXTRAVAGANZA
JUMP IN TO SPRING WITH A NEW HAIRDO

Are you creative?

ANY HAIRCOLOR STREAKED/RINSED OR
COLORED & Deep Conditioner (single process)
$50.00

"
!,

,,,,

Do you march to a different drummer?

CONSULTATIONS AND APPOINlMENI'S ARE REQUIRED FOR HAIRCOLOR SERVICES
(Previoosly oolorod hair
corrcc1ions are considerod additioml service)

•

"'lh
ALL WORK PERFORMED BY LICENSED
COLOR SPECIALIST
TUESDAY-THURSDAY

Can you write?

Can you write?

ANY RELAXER & TRIM $50.00
SHAMPOO SET/WRAPS $25.00
WEAVE SPECIAL
$60.00 BONDING
$99.00 SEWN
PRESS & CURLS
$35.00 up <REG. s-45.oo UP)

Can you write?!

BRAIDS, NATIJRAL HAIRSTYLES by appointmenl only
EYEBROW WAXING. OR SHAPING

$5. S1

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
BARBER HAIRCUTS: new clients only
REGULAR HAIRCUTS $8.00
TAPERSANDFADES $10.00

1,

I

Do you find humor in everything?

Special includes: SHAMPOO, WRAP/CURUOR SET

If so ...

..

1,

11

,,

... you may be interested in becoming a part of
Howard University's premiere humor magazine,

We use the highesl quality products: Design, Mizani, Motions, Paul Mitchell, Sebastian
(Cellophane's), Jazzing, Nexus, Logics, Optimum, Affirm, Sensitive By Nature (no lye),
Mizani, Motions, Dudleys, Exclusive, Nioxin (for thinning hair), and we retail these
products.
We accept all major credit cards, checks, and ATMs cards.
We are located across the slreet from the Howard Univ. School of Business.
Appointments are best, but we do accept walk-ins,

the

II/top Journal

2632 Georgia Ave, NW
Washington, D.C.
(202) 667-3037 or (202) 986-3767
May 1-15 New Salon Hrs Mon.-Fri 9:JOam-7:00pm(last Appl.) Sat.7:00 am-5 OOpm
'

For more infonnation, contact Mr. Jim Brown @806.4074

•

po Kool Out 2000

h1tp ://www.cs. virginia.edu/---gam9r/kappo.koolout/
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one-Stop
Copy
Shop
Tool

Whatever your
packaging and

shipping needs,
we are the one
stop shop for
businesses and

List yo or featured items

• Key cutting
• Fax
• Desktop Publishing
• Rent Office Space
• Computer Use/Internet
• Copying

DRIVING
DIRECTIONS

,

Uptown
Copy & Fax
Tel: 202 986 8801

Mon-Fri

8am-6pm
Sat

•

9am-3pm
3blocks north of
Howard
University School
of Business

Uptown
Offices

•

'

I

I

I

•

\,

...............,,::

ASSOCIATED MAIL
&PARCEL CENTERS

•

'

'
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
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All HILLTOPICS are 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Ever make a wish at night only to
• • full th SPORTS &ENTERTh1NMENT LAW wake up and realize that nothing has
'
e CONFERENCE at the Howard Univmity cbaofied? You still have homework,
due, paid 1Il&.O"e publiSchool of Law on Sarurday. April 151h.
you si I have 10Jl"Y bills and you still
2COO. Topics covered will include: Alterhave to go to ~ck. But for some iea•
Monday be11
nati,.., Careers in the Entertainment Indus- son all !hat Sll'CSS doesn't seem like
catiOn. AnnOunce- tr)\
eareus ror Women in Sports. Working
stress anymore. Your pain nOI your
for your fllSl music deal, and more!
pain, Your stru8;&!e noc your struggle.
mentS• b Y• CaIDpUS
Registtmionbeginsat JOamandthcrewill
Somethingisiliffetent.Someoneis
&
be a reception from 4:30-6:30pro. HU
there. Your soulroate. And you realize
OrganizatlOnS 10r Law is located at 2900 VanNess SL, NW !hat your \'{\.$b really did come true
. gs,•sennn
· ars or (VanNess/UDC
oot on Red line). s51or
a11. 11:11.
students wnD; $7 lor the gen. public.
meetm
:....._
· ns_to_e_loud_@_Jaw_.hm\_-nrd._ed_u____
Cc n:, 0:1)1) your n job Ja,~.
Thank<h )"ourrcpoitin)!.fnm1
non-profit are charged 1-...;Questi-O
as individuals adver- .___H
__
el.:.p_W:
_an
_ ted
_ ____.t---'- t1-Hht_.,_. _:•1- - - - t
My trusty assistant is moving up. I
The Shaw EcoVillage Project is hiring
leaders. During our 6-week summer couldn't have done any of this without
tising for the purpose team
your help and all the laughs on
program. we need you to lead and motiWednesday nights. THANKS!!!
small groups of teens through a comof announcing a .ser1 munity
project. We will pay
andassisl 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1
afbdable/cheap summer housvice, buying or selling ining.finding
',lb Inc Htlltop ~wlf-If
nre intereSted, call Pascale al
are charged $5 for the 202-332-1468
first 20 words'afttl'$l 1--- -- -- -- Thank you s o
&.
ddi • al Plut;J"uneAdministrath"Assistant needb.. fu 8
t
1or every· a non ~~i!!~~~~=~i-en: ye1!:~~n T>fie 1fi~fi3op.
fi ve words. Local (202J833-239 1andca11c202>s33-BEST
I love each a nd
companies
are to scbeduleaninterview.
every s ingl e one of
CHlLO CARE- Earn c.lraS working
YOU g U Y S • GOO d
charged $10 for the specialevents. Thmp.FJ.xm. $7-9/b<
luck fo the 2000fust 20 words and $2 Explrefrcq. goo.942.9941.
2001 staff, we are
1-----------1
expecting g reat
for every five words
FOR RENT
things f rom you! I
thereafter. Personal 1---Looking.- . _for_a_p_lace
-,o-li,-.,7----1 will miss you g u ys !!
WWV<tiousing!Ot.net...
C) T
-- ,.•...
th first
adSare $2 fiOre
Your
off campus!
Th C EI C
10 words and $1 for
Frtes:,.ro:i:i~ts.
t 999 . 2000
Lo\'cl)' Duplex
every additional five
Three (3) Bedrooms
Three Le,,:) Living
words.
'Two Full Bathrooms

t
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Nappy Bends Unite!
... a conversation about natural hair
Frida)\ April 21st at 7 pm
Blackburn ~ter. Reading Lounge
•Expcn hair advice
•Share )'Our natural hair stories
•Free T-shirt gi,..,.ways
*Video from Nywde Natural Hair
Showcase

• Sign up lbr N)"'-ele 2000 ooming this
Fall
Sponsored by Ub)gujty, lnr, Call 202667-27<J2 lor more details.

St,200 per month
Sepcrate Entranee
Contact: Ms. Drummond @
301-229-2485

FOR SALE/SERVICES
HU 2000 Graduatloo Pffldants!
\\le tun,: atSIOm graduation peodants
jUSI lor )W. Gi"' us )OW- degrtt, )UJ:
school. c:ollego or unh...-sil)t Custom
je,,dr)', no problem! \\eare also look•
irq: lor l\wketing and Sales Reps.
Howard .-\IWlllli Business. all 202-722SUO or e-mail: 11jooes_empow<rnlfflt0'hoema1Lrom

Why is ii that the )'Calhool< is so tight and 1 - - - - -- - -- - - 4 1
it's the same staff as last )'Cat?
BlucCross BlueShield Student Health
- -- - - -- - -- -1 Plan now available roras low asS2t.70 a
you picked up your copy of the year- month (dq>ending on )Our state of resibook today?
dcncc). Please call 301-652-4000 lora
- - - - -- - - - - - " free application and brochure.

Ha,,,

In this fast paced

life we Ihle, we

mustrem in
nt

to achieve our uhi.

mate goals. oo· u

Resumes. Resumes
Expert Resumes and Cover Letters
Special Offer: starting $25
JO copies of Reswne + Disk
(Writing/Layout Included)
Call (2<J2) 581-0689

drugs can blurvour

Thnn Paper Assistanee
Writing, Editing. and Research
Low Rates. GIWlllltted Results.
Don·, Stress... We Do lt All.

Vision so that vou

Call The Editors Comer(202) 581-0689

never realiZe voure
Students, Fll<:ull)I Staff
Top prices paid
ror used and unwanted textboOk.s.
Toj Book Service
202-m.o701 or outside DC
1-800-223-TAJO
ToXlbook savings since 1982
CapOty
Negro League Collection
World's ~C5t BMeball Caps
(202) m.o701 or outside DC
l-800-223-TAJO

WblnJOOftom?
~,aarlfde•GiD

'Jla~CbicllF

SyMa's New Stylists
Perms. .............................................. S.lO
T-up..................................................$25

<W2-GO ,
Shampoo & Blow-dr)t ....................$20 &
eSbnqpf~(listDaarto
up
_ _ _Bm"I
__
Oilll
__
Ball!)
_ _ __. up
Shampoo & set................................$20 &

Wllldffl
A l'ltlv wllum:n tlajaltGID
~~~IIIIVbtllll
-----------■

full notenllal.

Please...... Dom do
drugs and stav

focused.

Pin-up ...............................................$25 &
up
~ ................................. .$7.50&
Coloo............................................$7.50&
up

Tuesda)I Thwsda>: Friday & Saturday
3013 Georgia
NW Washington. DC
'RI: 202-726-1537

A,,,..

p
Wed.• May3id
The CoUege of Arts & Sciences. School of
----------Communications. & The School of
Business present Senior Night @ Republic
Gardens.
S.S.AJNoon Day Pra)'I.T presents an
That's Wed., May 3id
C\'Clling of Elegance at Phillip's Aagship
Free Food. OPEN BAR b/4 7pm & U,,:
on ,Saturdai; April 29, 2000 from
Comedy.
7:30 p.m. until midnight. Tickets are $20
person and $35 per couple. For more
Selmo & Friends cordially invites you
information call 202-US-7243.
,,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. to the Exclusive Official 4th Annual

lifeguards and Pool Operatoo needed in
DC and MD ate3S. Ff/PT. Flexible
hours, good pay. and great places to wodc.
Call Renee 301-864-4900.

Celebrity Celebration Saturda)\
May 131h at the Luxurious

LOEWS L'ENFANT PLAZA

HOTEL
(Grand Ballroom& Solarium)
Cash Bar Available & Moet Specials
Discount Rooms Available $99. call
CHll,D CARE- Earn xtra $ -.orldng
800-635-5065. Ask for HU Room
special C\'C!lts. 'Tomp. Fix hrs. $7-9/b<
Block. Tickets available soon @
Exp/ref rcq. 800-942-9947.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___. Up Against The Wall on Georgia Ave.
For Mor,: Info e-mail:
selmo66@yahoo.com
Congrats lO the new Hilltop Staff...
Gi\,: Us a Friday.
We.II Give you the Week.

Khadidia

Congrats Community News!

! Love You! !
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